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We are
People's Action
Our Values
AN ECONOMY FOR ALL OF US: When
people have the power to make decisions,
we put communities before corporations
and people before profit. All poor and
working people, whether Black, White or
Brown, should be able to live a good life,
where our basic needs are met, and not
have to struggle just to get by.
WE CAN REPAIR OUR HISTORY: This
country is for all of us. We commit to repairing the long-standing racial inequality
that has shaped this country and divided
us from one another. We want everybody
in, nobody out.
WE ARE ALL CONNECTED: The health
and well-being of all people and of
the planet are interconnected. It is our
purpose and responsibility to treat each
other and the earth with respect.
GOVERNMENT FOR THE COMMON
GOOD: Truly democratic government is
an essential tool for solving our collective
challenges. We reclaim the value of
government and our role in governing.

People’s Action is one of the largest and fastest-growing
multiracial, people’s organizations in the country. We are made up
of and democratically governed by our 39 member organizations
in 29 states, with more than a million grassroots leaders. From
family farms to big cities, from coast to coast, we’re fighting for
community over greed, justice over racism, and people and planet
over big corporations.
Our member organizations have pledged to turn out 2,829,105
voters; engage 47,310 volunteers; and organize $6,465,210 for
Presidential and down-ballot candidates that are most committed
to advancing our People’s Platform, run Movement Politics campaigns, and co-govern with us and other movement organizations.
People’s Action member organizations have held People’s Presidential Forums in the fall of 2019 in Iowa and Nevada, and conversations with individual candidates in other early-voting states.

Working to Win
Over a decade, People’s Action and its member organizations
worked together to create a Long-Term Agenda for A People’s
Economy. This vision includes public control of the economy, real
democracy, global sustainability, racial and gender justice.
Our People’s Platform in the 2020 elections includes Improved
Medicare For All, a National Homes Guarantee that includes
reparations to Black and brown communities, 100% Just and
Clean Energy For All and Free College For All.

People's Action is young and old, rural and urban, black,
brown and white, and work together like few groups do to
push the bold policy solutions our communities need.
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People's Action's
Presidential Endorsement
Process
In early September, People’s Action distributed detailed
questionnaires to leading presidential candidates, and given
three weeks to respond. These questionnaires were developed
with members of our Delegates Assembly, which includes two
members of each of our member groups across the country.
Some candidates chose to respond, others did not. Some of
our member groups - including Iowa CCI Action and Rights &
Democracy, the two hosts of our People’s Presidential Forums,
also distributed their own questionnaires to candidates, and
these responses were also distributed to all Delegates.
Five candidates - Senators Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Elizabeth
Warren (D-MA), former Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Secretary Julián Castro, South Bend, Indiana Mayor Pete Buttegieg and entrepreneur Andrew Yang - also chose to participate
in our People’s Presidential Forums in Iowa and Nevada. While
not a formal part of our endorsement process, these forums
provide valuable insights to the candidates’ views on the issues
that matter most to our members, and many of our Delegates
were in attendance.
On November 7, the People’s Action Delegates Assembly will
vote and submit recommendations to the People’s Action
Board of Directors on an endorsement. The People’s Action
C4 board will then vote up or down on the Delegates’
recommendation.
There are three possible outcomes: People’s Action may
endorse one candidate, endorse multiple candidates,
potentially with a ranking system, or recommend
no endorsement in the first vote, and set a time for
reconsideration.

We ask presidential candidates specific and hard policy
policy questions about the issues that matter most to our
members (the environment, economy, racial and gender
justice), but our members also want to know about their
life experiences and mindset. This includes asking about
a time they felt powerless, and what they learned from
that experience.

The People's Forums
are a #NoStumpZone, where
candidates hear from and
respond to real people from
the multiracial working-class
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Why are
people poor?

What do you believe is the government’s role in
solving racial, gender, and economic inequities?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

Over the years, America’s middle class has been
deliberately hollowed out. And families of color
have been systematically discriminated against and
denied their chance to build some security. It started
very quietly. The richest and most powerful people
in America were really rich, but they wanted to be
richer - regardless of who got hurt. So they lobbied
Washington and paid off politicians to tilt the system
in their favor.
Washington has worked great for the wealthy and
well-connected, but after decades of largely flat wages and exploding household costs, millions of families
can barely breathe. For generations, people of color
have been shut out of their chance to build wealth.
And our society and our economy demand so much
of women, with a particular burden on Black, Latina,

Native American, Asian, and other women of color.
It’s time for big, structural change to put economic
power back in the hands of the American people.
That’s why, as president, I will pursue an agenda
of economic patriotism, aggressively promoting
high-quality American jobs and industry, and putting
working families ahead of multinational corporate
profits and Wall Street bonuses.
As the wealthiest nation in the history of the world,
we can make investments that create economic
opportunity, address rural neglect, and address a
legacy of racial and gender discrimination–if we stop
handing out giant tax giveaways to rich people and
giant corporations and start asking the people who
have gained the most from our country to pay their
fair share.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

In the year 2019 the United States and the rest of the
world face two very different political paths. On one
hand, there is a growing movement towards oligarchy and authoritarianism in which a small number
of incredibly wealthy and powerful billionaires own
and control a significant part of the economy and
exert enormous influence over the political life of our
country.
On the other hand, in opposition to oligarchy, there
is a movement of working people and young people
who, in ever increasing numbers, are fighting for
justice.
They are the teachers taking to the streets to make
certain that schools are adequately funded and that
their students get a quality education. They are tenants across the country fighting for a homes guarantee.
They are workers at Disney, Amazon, Walmart and the
fast food industry standing up and fighting for a living
wage of at least $15 an hour and the right to have a
union. They are young people taking on the fossil fuel
industry and demanding policies that transform our
energy system and protect our planet from the ravages of climate change.

They are women who refuse to give control of their
bodies to local, state and federal politicians.
They are people of color and their allies demanding
an end to systemic racism and massive racial inequities that exist throughout our society. They are immigrants and their allies fighting to end the demonization of undocumented people and for comprehensive
immigration reform.
Right now, in the United States of America, three
families control more wealth than the bottom half of
our country, some 160 million Americans. The top 1%
own more wealth than the bottom 92% and 49% of all
new income generated today goes to the top 1%. In
fact, income and wealth inequality today in the United
States is greater than at any time since the 1920s.
When we talk about oligarchy, it is not just that the
very rich are getting much richer. It is that tens of millions of working-class people, in the wealthiest country on earth, are suffering under incredible economic
hardship, desperately trying to survive.
Today, some 40 million Americans live in poverty and
tonight, 500,000 people will be sleeping out on the
streets.

WORLDVIEW
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About half of the country lives paycheck to paycheck
as tens of millions of our people are an accident, a
divorce, a sickness or a layoff away from economic
devastation.

that we live under. Corporate America receives hundreds of billions of dollars in federal support every
single year, while these same people are trying to cut
programs that benefit ordinary Americans.

While many public schools throughout the country
lack the resources to adequately educate our young
people, we are the most heavily incarcerated nation
on earth.

I believe in a democratic socialism that works for the
working families of this country.

After decades of policies that have encouraged and
subsidized unbridled corporate greed, we now have
an economy that is fundamentally broken and grotesquely unfair. Today, we live in the richest country
in the history of the world, yet millions and millions
of people find themselves in poverty and desperate
economic conditions.
Today, we now see a handful of billionaires with unprecedented wealth and power. We see huge private
monopolies -- operating outside of any real democratic oversight and often subsidized by taxpayers –
with the power to control almost every aspect of our
lives.
They are the profit-taking gatekeepers of our health
care, our technology, our finance system, our food
supply and almost all of the other basic necessities of
life. They are Wall Street, the insurance companies,
the drug companies, the fossil fuel industry, the military industrial complex, the prison industrial complex
and giant agri-businesses.
They are the entities with unlimited wealth who surround our nation’s capitol with thousands of well paid
lobbyists, who to a significant degree, write the laws

We will guarantee everyone in our country basic
economic rights – the right to quality health care, the
right to as much education as one needs to succeed
in our society, the right to a good job that pays a
living wage, the right to housing, the right to a secure
retirement, and the right to live in a clean environment.
We must recognize that in the 21st century, in the
wealthiest country in the history of the world, economic rights are human rights. We will fight back
together, and defend a woman’s right to control her
own body and economic future. We will treat structural racism with the exigency it deserves. We will
transform this country into a nation that affirms the
value of its people of color, we must address the five
central types of violence waged against black, brown
and indigenous Americans: physical, political, legal,
economic and environmental.
Whether it is a broken criminal justice system, or
massive disparities in the availability of financial services, or health disparities, or environmental disparities, or educational disparities, our job is to—and we
will—create a nation in which all people are treated
equally. That is what we must do, and that is what we
will do.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

I believe people are poor through no fault of their
own. My grandmother came here from Mexico as a
young orphan and settled in an underserved neighborhood, in a city that is segregated by race and
class.
From the entrenched legacy of slavery, Jim Crow,
state-sponsored segregation, and discrimination, to
the shortshighted decisions of big corporations, to
the misfortune of illness compounded by unaffordable health care, Americans of every background too
often find themselves stuck in poverty and unable to

reach to their full potential. I believe it is one of government’s most important responsibilities to address
structural economic inequality, and to create ladders
of opportunity and safety nets to catch you if you fall.
We must also pay special attention to the ways in
which race, gender, and other identities have been
used to block people off from opportunities and make
it harder to build wealth. I believe government has a
fundamental responsibility to create new policies that
will overcome this entrenched inequality and advance
injustice.

WORLDVIEW
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Sen. Kamala Harris
California

Let’s speak the truth: Our economy is leaving millions of Americans behind, and we didn’t get here by
accident.
Families are struggling to get by because leaders in
Washington have been working against the interests
of working people. Paychecks haven’t kept up with
skyrocketing costs of living. Corporations have received massive tax cuts and increased their power to
exploit their employees. And decades of discriminatory policies have built massive wealth gaps by stifling
opportunity for women and people of color.
As president, I’ll work to level the playing field so every American gets a fair shot. That means mandating
that corporations pay women equally, and investing in

communities of color. It means strengthening unions,
and cracking down on corporate bad actors. It means
hiking the minimum wage to $15, and giving public
school teachers an average raise of $13,500. It means
relieving student debt, capping prescription drug prices, and finally making health care a universal right.
I’ll reverse President Trump’s trillion-dollar tax cut for
the top 1% and use that money to give a tax credit of
up to $6,000 to working families each year. And I’ll
pass my Rent Relief Act, so nobody spends more than
30% of their income on rent and utilities.
It’s time to acknowledge the injustices of our economy, right these wrongs, and write the next chapter of
our history – one that lifts up all of America.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

Systematic inequality and uneven distribution of opportunity cause people to be poor. Women, low-income people, people of color, people with disabilities,
and the LGBTQ community face disproportionate
discriminatory treatment and systemic barriers to
success at work, at school, and when interacting with
the government. The government is implicated in this
unequal treatment, and government action—both
historically and in the present day—has reinforced
racial, gender, and economic inequality. Because
of this, banning discrimination is not enough. The

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND

federal government must focus on correcting these
harms by helping to ensure equality of opportunity.
This must be done by eliminating barriers to equality
and success at all levels of the government, focusing
federal programs on improving economic inequality,
and empowering communities by providing them with
tools, funding, and support, so they can make decisions about how to tackle and defeat poverty. Intention went into the policies that created the current
systemic inequality we see today, and intention must
go into policies to dismantle it.

HEALTHCARE
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Our country
is facing a
healthcare crisis.
Medicaid privatization caused service cuts and
outright denials of care to those who need it most.
People insured through their job face ever-rising
premiums and reduced access. The problem is
clear: insurance and pharmaceutical corporations
don’t have to care about our health because they
profit off our illnesses and disabilities.

At People’s Action, we fight for Improved Medicare
For All – a single-payer system where everyone is
in, nobody is out, and all services are covered.

We are organizing for an Improved Medicare for
All program that eliminates for-profit private
health insurance to create an equitable public
system that guarantees comprehensive care to
everyone in this country. Improved Medicare for
All would include mental health, recovery, and
treatment services (including harm reduction &
medication-assisted treatment), reproductive
health and specific needs of rural communities.
Do you support this system and if so, what is your
plan to pass it within four years?

HEALTHCARE
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

I spent most of my career studying why families go
broke, and one of the top reasons is medical costs
-- even for families with insurance. Private insurance companies raked in $23 billion last year while
premiums skyrocket and prescription drug copays
are going through the roof. It’s not right, and it’s not
sustainable.
Medicare for All should be the law of the land. I’m
fighting for it because I believe every person should
be able to get the health care they need. I also
support a variety of measures to hold health insurers
accountable during the transition period to Medicare
for All.
In addition, I have proposed the biggest set of anticorruption reforms since Watergate - a comprehensive set of changes that are designed to eliminate
the ability of the wealthy and the well-connected to
dictate outcomes in Washington. These reforms are
a necessary part of breaking the health insurance
industry and the pharmaceutical industry stranglehold on Washington in order to effectively pass and
sustain legislation that enacts Medicare for All. And
we will end the filibuster.
Despite the widespread need for mental health
services, their availability is limited and the number
of individuals across this country that are denied
mental health services is alarming. This is part of
why I support Medicare for All, which would provide
comprehensive coverage, including for mental health
care and substance use treatment, to all Americans.

We must also support today’s health care workforce
and build a pipeline for the future. More than 75
million Americans live in health professional shortage
areas, like rural communities. To start, I’ll increase the
Congressionally-imposed cap on medical residencies by 15,000 over five years and target residency
placements in medically-underserved areas. I will
also expand the National Health Service Corps’ and
the Indian Health Services’ loan repayment programs
to cover full loan repayment for 5 years of service in
medically underserved areas.
Lastly, all women — no matter where they live, where
they’re from, how much money they make, or the
color of their skin — are entitled to access highquality, evidence-based reproductive health care
that is envisioned by Roe. Making that a reality starts
with repealing the Hyde Amendment, which blocks
abortion coverage for women under federally funded
health care programs like Medicaid, the VA, and the
Indian Health Service. We must undo the current
Administration’s efforts to undermine women’s access
to reproductive health care — including ending
Trump’s gag rule and fully supporting Title X family
planning funding. Congress should also expand
culturally- and linguistically-appropriate services
and information and include immigrant women in
conversations about coverage and access. And we
should ensure that Medicare for All, as well as all
transition health coverage, includes contraception
and abortion coverage.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. I am running for president because the time is
long overdue for the United States to join every other
major country on Earth and guarantee health care to
all people as a right, not a privilege, through a Medicare for All program. Health care is not a commodity.
It is a human right. The goal of a rational health care
system should be to keep people well, not to make
stockholders rich. My Medicare for All program would
provide comprehensive health coverage to all with no
premiums, deductibles, copayments, or surprise bills.

In the wealthiest nation in human history, almost half
of cancer patients now see their life savings drained
in 2 years.
Meanwhile, drug and insurance CEOs were paid $2.6
billion in 2018 alone.
In all, pharmaceutical and insurance companies made
$100 billion in profits in that same year.

HEALTHCARE

So what we see is that function of health care today
from the insurance and drug company perspective
is not to provide quality care to all in a cost-effective
way. The function of the health care system today is
to make billions in profits for a tiny group of people
who then use that money to enrich themselves and
to corrupt the political process to prevent any change
that would bring relief to the American people.
In light of that reality, we must say loud and clear that
as a nation we can no longer afford to sink desperately--needed health care dollars into the pockets of the
insurance companies, the drugs companies and their
executives in the form of bloated profits and exorbitant compensation packages.
We must guarantee health care as a right to all people through a Medicare for All, single payer system.
Medicare for All provides comprehensive coverage
for every person in the country. It covers long-term
care and it guarantees reproductive rights. It will reduce overall health care spending while lowering the
number of uninsured and underinsured people in this
country to zero.
We accomplish this because Medicare for All creates
a system of health care insurance that isn’t designed
to generate profits for insurance and drug companies
-- it will be a system focused on delivering actual
health care. It will save lives, save money, and end
the frustration of endless paperwork, denials, and
desperate fights with an insurance company to cover
medically-necessary medications and procedures.
Under Medicare for All, co-pays and deductibles will
be completely eliminated. Families with tight budgets
will no longer face paying for medication on credit,
splitting pills, or choosing between paying for a lifesaving medication or paying the electric bill. A mother
will no longer delay bringing a sick child to the doctor
for fear of an unaffordable deductible. When you are
sick, whether or not you go to the doctor should not
be dependent on how much money you have in your
wallet on a given day. In my view, it is a moral failure
when families cannot afford medication or a doctor’s
visit. And it is economically foolhardy as failing or
delaying to deal with an illness early on frequently
results in even greater health care spending down

People's Action 2020
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the road as unaddressed illnesses or conditions get
worse.
A Medicare for All system will allow us to ensure that
every community has the health care infrastructure
it needs in terms of providers and hospitals. Just to
demonstrate how very ill our health care system is,
I was in Philadelphia a short while ago rallying with
the people of that city to try to stop the closure of
Hahnemann University Hospital, an important, safety
net hospital in that community. Why is that hospital
being closed? It is being closed because real estate
interests decided they could make more money redeveloping the property instead of meeting the health
care needs of the community. This story is playing
out in both rural and urban communities all across the
country in terms of hospitals being shut down. That’s
immoral and it has got to change.
What we should all understand is that this fight for a
rational health care system is not going to be easy.
It’s not a new fight but it is a fight we are winning. I
am proud to have led the fight for Medicare for All
for many years, and I am thrilled that many in the
Democratic Party have come around to supporting
Medicare for All – including several candidates now
running for president. That is real progress that was
made possible by the grassroots organizing work of
activists and groups who know we can finance health
care in a way that makes it work for ordinary people.
But all this progress will be lost if we do not have
political leaders who are prepared to really stand up
and fight for it.
This is a moment that requires us to say loudly and
clearly that health care is a human right, not a privilege.
This is a moment to point out that Medicare is the
country’s most popular and cost-effective health care
program — and that by expanding it to cover everyone, we will save money and save lives.
This is a moment to say that we cannot accept any
more Americans dying or going bankrupt for lack of
medical care. This is a moment to proudly declare
that Medicare for All’s time has come.

HEALTHCARE

It is a moment that we must remain steadfast in our
commitment to guarantee health care as a human
right and no longer allow private corporations to
make billions of dollars in profits off Americans’ health
care. It is finally time to say that the health of families,
of every background and in every zip code, is more
important than the health of the bank accounts of
insurance company CEOs.

People's Action 2020
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When we are in the White House, we will ensure that
in the richest country in human history, no one will be
denied the health care that they need. We will create
a Medicare for All program that says health care is a
human right. We will finally create a government that
works for all people.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

In 2017, 28.5 million people did not have health
insurance, and communities of color have higher
uninsured rates. This is unacceptable. Health
care is a human right and everyone should have
affordable health care. As President, I will ensure we
have universal coverage by automatically enrolling
anyone who does not have insurance into an
improved Medicare program. This would guarantee
comprehensive health care coverage and include

mental health, recovery, and treatment services
(including harm reduction & medication-assisted
treatment), reproductive health and specific needs of
rural communities.
I have not called for the elimination of private
insurance, but would ensure that any private option is
as solid or stronger than Medicare coverage.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

Health care is a fundamental human right, and it’s
past time we start acting like it in this country. That’s
why I introduced my Medicare For All plan, which will
ensure comprehensive care for every American, allow
people to choose between private and public Medicare plans, and force insurance companies to play by
our rules.
My plan will cover all medically necessary services,
including emergency room visits, doctor visits, vision,
dental, hearing aids, mental health and substance use
disorder treatment, and comprehensive reproductive
health care services. It will also allow the Secretary

of Health and Human Services to negotiate for lower
prescription drug prices. And, my plan would exempt households making below $100,000 from any
income-based premiums, taxing certain Wall Street
transactions to cover that change.
I’ve fought tirelessly to protect the Affordable Care
Act as Attorney General and in the Senate. As president, I’ll fight just as hard to build upon that progress by passing my Medicare For All plan – and I’m
prepared to support eliminating the filibuster to get it
done.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

I support the goal of Medicare for All. My plan
for Medicare for All Who Want It will make
comprehensive health insurance coverage available
to all Americans. First, I will add an affordable public
alternative health plan to the marketplace, while also
increasing the generosity of financial assistance for
lower income people and extending subsidy eligibility

to more middle-income people. The more affordable
public option will incentivize corporate insurers to
compete on price. If corporate insurers don’t lower
costs to deliver something dramatically better than
what is available today, competition will create the
glide path toward Medicare for All.

HEALTHCARE

My Healing and Belonging in America policy is a
comprehensive plan for addressing our nation’s
opioid epidemic and broader crisis of addiction and
mental illness. I will invest $300 billion in mental
health, including a $100 billion grant program
for communities to create tailored solutions for
combating addiction and supporting mental health.
To support long-term mental health and well-being,
I will enforce mental health and addiction parity
across all private payers, Medicare, and Medicaid, so
that treatment for mental illness and addiction is as
accessible as treatment for other chronic conditions,
such as diabetes.

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND
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In my rural health plan, I shared my vision for increasing the number of providers in rural areas, expanding
telehealth, raising Medicare reimbursement rates,
and supporting critical rural health facilities. I will also
promote health equity through a new National Health
Equity Strategy and create Health Equity Zones in
communities with significant health disparities. Finally,
I will invest in improving maternal health and ending
the maternal mortality crisis, repeal the Hyde Amendment, and ensure that every woman has access to
comprehensive, evidence-based, safe, and high-quality reproductive health care.

HEALTHCARE
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Our country
is facing a
healthcare crisis.

How will you end the overdose crisis without any
net increase in arrest, incarceration, and racial
disparities? Explain how you will help shift the
response to the overdose crisis from one of stigma
and criminalization to one of compassion, public
health interventions, and harm reduction.

14
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

To start, everyone should have coverage that includes addiction treatment and behavioral and mental health services. That’s why I support Medicare for
All. And in the transition to Medicare for All, I will fight
to ensure that everyone has access to the treatment
and services they need. That includes providing
communities with the support they need to combat
the opioid crisis.
I introduced the CARE Act with my colleague Congressman Elijiah Cummings, which has been endorsed by over 125 Members of Congress and 200
organizations, such as the Center for Popular Democracy, Drug Policy Alliance, and Housing Works, and
leading advocates and experts agree: It’s the best bill
in Congress to meet the urgency of this moment and
beat back this epidemic. The CARE Act would invest
$100 billion over 10 years to make sure those in need
receive the treatment they deserve. That includes $4
billion annually for states, territories, and tribal governments; $2.7 billion for the hardest hit counties and
cities, including $1.4 billion to counties and cities with
the highest levels of overdoses; $1.7 billion for public
health surveillance, research, and improved training

for health professionals; $1.1 billion for public and
nonprofit entities on the front lines, including those
working with underserved populations and workers
at high risk for addiction, and to support expanded
and innovative service delivery of treatment, recovery, and harm reduction services, and $500 million to
expand access to naloxone and provide this life-saving overdose reversal drug to first responders, public
health departments, and the public.
Under my plan, resources would be used to support
the whole continuum of care, from early intervention for those at risk for addiction, to harm reduction
for those struggling with addiction, to long-term
support services for those in recovery. Along with
addiction treatment, the CARE Act would ensure
access to mental health services and help provide
critical wraparound services like housing support
and medical transportation for those who need them.
And ultimately, will beat this epidemic once and for all
when we expand access to care under Medicare for
All and fund our communities as they support people
in recovery.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

When we talk about criminal justice reform and
ending institutional racism in America, we are talking
about ending the disastrous war on drugs, which has
disproportionately targeted people of color and ruined the lives of millions of Americans. The disastrous
policies that make up the War on Drugs have not
reduced drug use. We must use effective therapeutic,
not punitive, solutions to address drug addiction. We
must focus on treatment and prevention. We cannot
continue to treat the people struggling with the disease of addiction as criminals.
Due to the historical legacy of institutional racism in
this country, mass incarceration disproportionately
falls on the shoulders of black and brown people in
America. In fact, black Americans are incarcerated at
five times the rate of white Americans. These dis-

parities pervade every aspect of the criminal justice
system. Black Americans, and especially young black
men, are more likely to be stopped by the police,
subjected to excessive force, arrested, and jailed than
whites.
When I is president, we will finally make the deep and
structural investments to rebuild the communities that
mass incarceration continues to decimate.
As president, I will:
• Sign an executive order to legalize marijuana. We
will vacate and expunge past marijuana convictions, and ensure that revenue from legal marijuana is reinvested in communities hit hardest by the
War on Drugs.

HEALTHCARE

• Provide people struggling with addiction with the
health care they need by guaranteeing health
care – including inpatient and outpatient substance abuse and mental health services with no
copayments or deductibles – to all people as a
right, not a privilege, through a Medicare-for-all,
single-payer program.
• Make significant investments in funding for treatment, recovery, prevention, and research. We will
provide communities across the country struggling with this epidemic the money and resources
they need to address this issue.
• Decriminalize possession of buprenorphine,
which helps to treat opioid addiction, and ensure
that first responders carry naloxone to prevent
overdoses.
• Legalize safe injection sites and needle exchanges around the country, and support pilot programs for supervised injection sites, which have
shown to substantially reduce drug overdose
deaths.
• Raise the threshold for when drug charges are
federalized, as federal charges carry longer
sentences.

People's Action 2020
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• Work with states to fund and pursue innovative
overdose prevention initiatives.
• Institute a full review of the current sentencing
guidelines and end the sentencing disparity between crack and cocaine.
• Revitalize the executive clemency process
by creating an independent clemency board
removed from the Department of Justice and
placed in White House.
• Remove the profit motive from our re-entry
system and diversion, community supervision, or
treatment programs, and ensure people leaving
incarceration or participating in diversion, community supervision, or treatment programs can
do so free of charge.
• Stop the criminalization of homelessness and
spend nearly $32 billion over five years to end
homelessness. This includes doubling McKinney-Vento homelessness assistance grants to
build permanent supportive housing, and $500
million to provide outreach to homeless people
to help connect them to available services. In the
first year of this plan, 25,000 Housing Trust Fund
units will be prioritized for housing the homeless.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

I believe we must address the opioid epidemic in
this country by treating it as a public health issue. I
agree with the framework you have put forward: we
cannot criminalize or stigmatize our way out of this
epidemic. The fact that previous public health crises
were met with criminalization and mass incarceration,
disproportionately affecting communities of color, is
an example of systemic racism.
To combat the opioid epidemic, I believe we need
to invest up to $100 billion over ten years with state
and tribal governments and local communities. These
investments will fund prevention services such as
educational efforts and risk identification programs;
early intervention services to provide screening and
connection to treatment, including in law enforcement
agencies, jails and prisons, and homeless shelters;
research into public health surveillance, biomedical

research, and improved training for health
professionals. Funding will also be provided for
recovery and treatment services, including long
term recovery services, residential recovery services
recovery services, and a 24/7 hotline crisis center.
I will also provide $500 million a year for states to
access overdose reversal drugs like Naloxone and
invest in harm reduction services to reduce the risk of
infectious disease transmission, overdose, and death.
I also support improving physician education about
the risks of opioids and integrative approaches to
pain management; enhancing prescription tracking;
promoting programs to encourage patients to
return unused pills. Finally, I want to stress that the
executives who fueled this crisis must be brought
to justice and held accountable for their role in the
deaths of hundreds of thousands of people.

HEALTHCARE
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Sen. Kamala Harris
California

Let’s be clear: the overdose epidemic is a national
public health emergency, and that’s exactly how
we need to respond to it. The last thing we need
is another disastrous war on drugs – one that
punishes the victims of this crisis instead of the big
pharmaceutical companies responsible for it.
For starters, we should pass the Comprehensive
Addiction Resources Emergency (CARE) Act, which
I co-sponsored. That would provide state and local
governments with $100 billion in federal funding over
the next ten years to deploy strategies to help people
currently struggling with addiction and who are in
recovery. And we should pass my Medicare For All
plan, which would ensure that every American had
access to substance use disorder treatment.

We also need to prioritize prevention and early
intervention – including investing in efforts to raise
awareness and reduce stigma around these issues
– and de-emphasize criminal justice interventions.
For those who have already been incarcerated, it’s
critical that we provide them with substance use
disorder treatment both in and out of custody so they
can make a healthy transition from prison back into
society.
Finally, we should hold Big Pharma accountable for
unleashing this epidemic, and take steps to prevent
them from engaging in the same outrageous behavior
in the future. As president, I won’t let drug companies
pad their profits at the expense of American lives.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

As laid out in my mental health plan, my vision for the
future of mental health and addiction care is rooted in
embracing prevention and ensuring that every person
with a mental illness or a substance use disorder
has the resources and support they need to begin
to heal. This means providing everyone with access
to life-saving medication to treat opioid use disorder
by making naloxone widely available, deregulating
buprenorphine, and increasing the number of
clinicians able to prescribe medication to treat
addiction. I will increase the number of mobile clinics
and access to longer-lasting forms of medicationassisted therapy for patients in hard-to-reach rural
or medically underserved areas. Through these
measures, and others, my Administration will ensure
that at least 75% of people who need mental health
or addiction services receive the care that they need,
and prevent 1 million deaths of despair by 2028.

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND

I will address the criminalization and stigmatization of
substance use disorders by eliminating incarceration
for drug possession, reducing sentences for other
drug offenses and applying these reductions
retroactively, and expunging past convictions.
Under my plan, we will also train first responders
to identify and deal with mental health crises and
expand diversionary programs for people with mental
health or substance use histories to be funneled
out of the criminal system prior to a conviction.
Furthermore, I will address the stigma surrounding
mental illness and addiction by changing how we
talk about it, offering trainings in schools on how to
discuss and address mental health crises, and using
the presidential platform to transform the narrative
around mental health and addiction.

ENVIRONMENT
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People's Action
fights for 100%
Just and Clean
Energy For All...
...which means a 100% energy system that is 100%
democratically controlled by and for communitiesof
color and the working class.
In order for our energy system to work for all of
us and our planet, it’s not as simple as switching
from fossil fuels to wind and solar – we must
ensure frontline communities decide how energy is
generated, distributed, and owned. We demand a
democratically controlled, ecologically regenerative
energy economy that treats access to and control
over energy as a human right. Communities that are
on the front line and in the middle of toxic “Sacrifice

Zones” are those surrounding some of the most
polluted and poisoned places in the United States.
Sacrifice zones are often low-income and people of
color communities where residents live immediately
adjacent to heavily polluted and polluting industries
or military bases. Many serve as examples of
extreme environmental racism.
Will you support a people’s No More Sacrifice
Zone bill to a) dismantle existing sacrifice zones
and b) pay reparations to communities that have
been abandoned to environmental racism and
disproportionate levels of pollution?

ENVIRONMENT
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

The Green New Deal commits us to a fair and just
transition for all communities, and that requires us to
recognize that climate change doesn’t affect every
community equally. In a system rigged for the wealthy
and well-connected, communities of color are often
hit the hardest. When toxic sites are more often
located in communities of color, when lead poisoning
disproportionately impacts children in communities
like Flint,when black and brown people are living with
poisoned water and polluted air – it’s time to fight
back.
There is no question that our response to the climate crisis must prioritize resources for frontline and
disadvantaged communities that have been polluted
and left behind by the fossil fuel economy. I support
federal efforts to identify pollution hotspots and as
president, I would use all the tools of the federal
government to eliminate them in order to begin to
reverse the consequences of long-standing environmental racism. This includes addressing the cumulative impact of environmental pollution, which has

degraded communities’ health and limited economic
opportunity over decades.
I am a co-sponsor of the Environmental Justice Act,
which aims to eliminate environmental injustice and
strengthen legal protections for communities of color,
low-income communities, and indigenous peoples.
I also fought to establish nationwide safe drinking
water standards and designate PFAS as a hazardous
substance, so that communities can get federal help
cleaning up contaminated sites - and so that those
responsible for the contamination have to pay for that
cleanup.
To truly achieve the aims of the Green New Deal we
must do more than merely prioritize frontline communities, we must center them in how we respond. In a
Warren administration, we will create truly participatory and democratic processes, led by those living on
the front lines of climate change, who know best what
their communities need.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

My Green New Deal is not only a serious climate plan,
but an opportunity to uproot historical injustices and
inequities to advance social, racial, and economic
justice, including redressing the exclusion of black,
brown, Native American, and other vulnerable
communities from the programs that made up the
original New Deal. There is no doubt that the poor
and marginalized suffer from the impacts of pollution
and climate disruption – particularly communities
of color. They are at the frontlines of the climate
emergency. For example, of the 73 waste-burning
incinerators across the United States, an astounding
79 percent are located within three miles of lowincome and minority neighborhoods, which are
exposed to mercury, lead, and soot.
As president, I will ensure an inclusive,
comprehensive process from start to finish. Workers
and communities on the frontline of fossil fuel
extraction, transportation and use and those most
vulnerable to climate impacts must be involved from

the creation and implementation of regulations and
protocols to the distribution of funds and carrying out
the work of the Green New Deal.
We will follow Environmental Justice principles. It
is an unfortunate reality that institutional racism
also impacts environmental health, and thus the
public health and safety of millions of low-income
families, people of color, and tribal communities.
African American and Latinx communities deal
with 56 percent and 63 percent more air pollution,
respectively, than they create. Tribal lands are only 4
percent of the United States land base, yet a quarter
of our nation’s 1,322 Superfund hazardous waste
sites, as well as the vast majority of our abandoned
uranium mines, are in Indian country. Additionally,
federal leasing of public lands for fossil fuels
extraction significantly impacts numerous indigenous
communities that share more than 3,000 miles of
contiguous border with National Forest lands.

ENVIRONMENT

The Green New Deal must serve to address modern
and historical inequities and environmental racism.
We will follow Environmental Justice principles and:
Ensure the full and equal enforcement of all
environmental, civil rights, and public health laws
and aggressive prosecution of violators. Hazardous
waste sites, chemical and industrial plants, aging lead
pipes, and decaying infrastructure that endanger the
health of all citizens will be fully regulated to ensure
the health and safety of all. The EPA’s Office of Civil
Rights will step up its investigations into alleged
environmental justice violations, including corporate
polluters as well as the elected officials who enable
them.
Ensure that Green New Deal jobs and job training
resources are made available to low-income and disadvantaged communities equitably, and ensure equal
access to clean energy, electrification, efficiency, and
transportation funding, grants, and other incentives.
We will promote cleaner manufacturing and materials
recycling, safe conditions for farm workers, and a
clean energy economy, while providing safe, healthy
job sites and other economic benefits to people of
color.
Focus job training and local hiring to reflect the racial
and gender diversity of the community receiving federal investments. Federal procurement will prioritize
minority- and women-owned businesses, cooperatives and employee-owned firms, and community-owned and municipal enterprises. Programs such
as the Historically Underutilized Business Zones will
be expanded under the Green New Deal to promote
job growth in economically distressed communities.
Update permitting rules that allow polluters to
target poor communities for polluting infrastructure.
Cumulative environmental impacts will be measured
and we will require polluters to remediate them.
Precaution for the health and safety of our children
and planet should be valued above profit.
Ensure that all agencies abide by Executive Order
12898, which according to the EPA requires agencies
to “identify and address the disproportionately
high and adverse human health or environmental
effects of their actions on minority and low-income

People's Action 2020
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populations, to the greatest extent practicable and
permitted by law.”
Extend civil rights protections to ensure full access
to the courts for poor and minority communities to
seek legal protections by overturning the Sandoval
Supreme Court decision that set an unreasonable
burden of proof of racism for claims of environmental
racism, including disparate and cumulative exposure
to environmental health risks.
Follow the Principles of Environmental Justice adopted at the First National People of Color Environmental
Leadership Summit. The goals and outcomes of the
Green New Deal should continue to be developed
under the Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing with strong and consistent consultation with the
communities most affected by the currently unequal
enforcement of environmental laws.
Ensure that funding from the Green New Deal for
parks and public lands are distributed equitably
in urban, suburban, and rural areas. Superfund
hazardous waste sites should be fully remediated,
instead of simply covered up to make urban parks.
Fully survey and track pollution in vulnerable communities. The EPA EnviroScreen will be enhanced to
provide comprehensive information about cumulative environmental impacts. States will be required
to report progress made on environmental justice
every five years. Traditionally under-represented
communities will receive significant public education,
technical assistance, and outreach as part of agency
rulemakings and public commenting processes to
elicit participation.
Promote urban sustainability initiatives to improve the
environmental and social conditions of low-income
neighborhoods and communities of color without
rendering those neighborhoods inaccessible for
future residents of limited economic means.
Ensure the creation and implementation of the Green
New Deal is accessible to people with disabilities and
non-English speakers. All publications will be in multiple languages, including Braille, and meetings will
have language interpreters, including sign language,
as appropriate.

ENVIRONMENT

Impacted communities, including Tribes, will receive
dedicated grant funding. Funding that flows from this
plan will prioritize, to the greatest extent possible,
communities on the frontlines of fossil fuel extraction,
transportation and use and those most vulnerable to
climate impacts. Funding will be prioritized for lowincome communities, communities of color, people
with varied abilities, Tribes, rural communities, and
community-based organizations and community
development funds. Each agency involved in
carrying out the Green New Deal will be required to
coordinate in an interagency process to ensure local
communities are involved in carrying out this plan.
The first two years of this plan will be spent very
aggressively laying down a social safety net to
ensure that no one is left behind. Because this plan
is so comprehensive in ensuring we solve the climate
crisis, we must prioritize establishing a social safety
net in the first years of the implementation of this
plan:
Energy assistance. While we do not expect energy
prices to spike because the federal government is
going to weatherize homes, electrify heating, and
keep electricity prices stable, we still want to ensure
that families are protected during the transition. We
will expand the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP) by $25 billion to help low-income
families pay their heating and cooling bills. Additionally, the program will be expanded to provide 10
percent of program costs for maintenance of new
efficient heating and cooling systems and technical
assistance for the installation and use of new furnaces, heat pumps, boilers, and other upgrades for the
duration of the 10-year transition.
We will ensure a hunger-free transition. Because the
cost of energy and food are so intertwined, we will
provide $215.8 billion for free, universal school meals,
including breakfast, lunch and snacks. We will expand
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP) by $311 billion to increase the benefits from
the “thrifty” plan which provides inadequate benefits
to the more generous “low-cost” food plan, include
those with incomes up to 200 percent of the federal
poverty line, remove punitive work requirements,
remove barriers for college students to access SNAP,
and ensure people are not denied benefits due to
past interaction with the criminal justice system. We
will also expand the SNAP program and benefits
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to the people of Puerto Rico, the Northern Mariana
Islands, and American Samoa so they are on par with
the benefits in the continental United States.
We will ensure Tribes and Native American people
benefit from this plan. The federal government will
abide by treaties and respect tribal sovereignty while
upholding the trust responsibility in every step of this
plan.
Tribes will be eligible for all funding available through
this plan. Tribes will be able to request technical
assistance from agencies carrying out the Green New
Deal to equip them with the resources needed to
co-manage resources and review federal government
actions through the consultation and consent
process.
We will abide by the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and ensure the free,
prior and informed consent by Indigenous Peoples.
Invest in Environmental Justice centered community
economic development.
We will repair, dismantle, and convert fossil fuel
infrastructure on our federal public lands.We must
not only clean up existing blighted sites, but as we
transition away from fossil fuels, we must ensure
no infrastructure is abandoned in a way that would
create health or safety dangers for the surrounding
community. We will spend $100 billion on fossil fuel
well and mine cleanup.
We will clean up Brownfield and Superfund
sites. We will clean up and repair thousands of
contaminated sites. We will invest $238 billion to
clean up Superfund sites and $150 billion to clean
up and revitalize Brownfields, and other areas and
communities that have been polluted by the fossil
fuel, chemical and mining industries.
And as President, we will repair the nation’s water
systems. Flint, Michigan, still does not have clean
drinking water. Communities all over the country
from Denmark, South Carolina, to rural Iowa are
faced with similar dangerous contamination, such
as lead, diseases, or other toxic pollution like PFAS.
I introduced the WATER Act, which together we will
pass to overhaul our nation’s water infrastructure to
guarantee clean and safe drinking water for all.

ENVIRONMENT
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Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

Communities of color and low income communities
are more likely to live next to polluters and breathe
polluted air. More than half of the 9 million people
living near hazardous waste sites are people of color.
This is one of the deadliest expressions of systemic
racism, and it must stop. When I’m president, environmental justice will be a top priority. We will empower
the EPA to make sure polluters pay and that victims
receive just compensation.We will reinstitute the Superfund tax, clean up brownsites, and ensure hybrid
disasters like the Flint water crisis receive emergency
funding. For generations, underserved communities
have been suffering from the effects of pollution and
a degraded environment, and our time to rectify it is
now.
That’s why my People & Planet First Climate Policy
will I require all federal actions to be reviewed for
environmental and health impacts on low-income
and marginalized communities to ensure they do not
result in disparate health and environmental impacts.
Through Executive Order 12898, the federal government is required to take disparate health and envi-

ronmental impacts into consideration. I would codify
this executive order into law. This new law would also
require free, informed, and prior consent from tribal
nations before engaging in major infrastructure projects on lands covered by treaties.
I will also institute a private right of action for Title VI
civil rights actions. Under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, government programs were prohibited
from having disparate impact on marginalized communities. Following the 2001 Supreme Court Case
Alexander v. Sandoval, private individuals lost the
right to directly pursue a lawsuit for discrimination
and instead had to rely on government agencies that
are often under-resourced and subject to political
mandates. Justice should not be based on the priorities of the administration that happens to run the EPA.
Those impacted by discrimination should have the
right to have their case heard by the courts. This will
allow those in sacrifice zones to seek reparations for
themselves from polluters, with our government on
their side.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

We must boldly address the climate crisis. This
starts by setting some ambitious goals, including
transitioning to carbon-neutral electricity and
reducing greenhouse emission by 50% by 2030, a
carbon-neutral economy by 2045 and then reaching
for net-zero global emissions by 2050. We need to
take on big oil companies, build a clean economy that
creates good paying union jobs for the future, and
properly enforce important environmental protections
that the Trump Administration has abandoned,
including the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act.
A core part of my plan to combat climate change
focuses on ensuring environmental justice including
passing the Climate Equity Act. This will ensure that
all solutions to our climate crisis are evaluated based
on how they will impact frontline communities who are
feeling the effects of climate change first. That’s why

I’ll make infrastructure investments that put disadvantaged communities first, such as how my Water
Justice Act would make repairs to water infrastructure
in communities that have dealt with public health
crises due to years of leaders neglecting their water
infrastructure.
Low-income communities and people of color have
felt the sting of injustice for too long. As president, I
will make sure our solutions to climate crisis puts them
first.

ENVIRONMENT
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Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

I support eliminating Sacrifice Zones. I am committed
to achieving zero-emissions for all new passenger
cars by 2035 and all new, heavy-duty vehicles and
vessels by 2040. Reducing transportation emissions
is one key step in reducing toxic exposures and
adverse health outcomes that are disproportionately
experienced by communities of color. I will also work
with Congress to pass an economy-wide price on

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND

carbon and ensure low- and middle-class households
receive direct dividends that are more than enough
to offset any price increases. Today, most polluters
pay zero dollars to spew carbon, methane, and other
dangerous greenhouse gases. My plan prioritizes
the health, prosperity, and lives of Black and
Latinx children, the elderly, and other vulnerable
communities over corporations’ ability to pollute.

RACIAL JUSTICE
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The United States
has the highest
incarceration rate
in the world - nearly
2.2 million adults.
While we represent only 4.4 percent of the world’s
population, our nation houses nearly a quarter of
the world’s prisoners. More people are behind bars
in America than there are living in major cities such
as Philadelphia or Dallas. After 25 years, the 1994
Crime Bill signed by President Bill Clinton has proven
to be a disaster, that disproportionately harms Black,
Brown and Native communities. It authorized nearly
$10 billion in subsidies to expand state prisons
and granted $14 billion to local law enforcement
and instituting a mandatory “three strikes” law. By
2000, prison admissions of African Americans for
drug offenses reached a level more than 26 times
the level in 1983. By the time Clinton left office, the
United States had the highest rate of incarceration in
the world, and we still hold that position today.
People’s Action is fighting for mass liberation at
local, state and national levels, and is working to

elect progressive prosecutors and other officials
committed to true criminal justice reform and
repairing the unequal harms caused by mass
incarceration.
Do you support targeted programs that seek to
repair the historic inequities that have created
uniquely challenging conditions for Black,
Brown and Native people, including substantial
reparations and significant targeted investments
in education, housing, jobs, healthcare, our
criminal justice system (through a policy of mass
liberation and reparations for the harm of mass
incarceration) and remediation of injustices for
each of these communities? If so, how would you
determine what reparations are appropriate and
what would you do to advance this?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

Yes. As I have previously indicated, I strongly
support legislation to create a commission of
experts to provide recommendations to Congress
on reparations, including on questions about what
kind of reparations are appropriate and how best
to provide them. America was built on the backs of
slaves and we must acknowledge this history and
confront it head on.

funding for the Indian Health Service and adequate
providers across Indian Country.

Apart from reparations, we must also act aggressively
to address the racial wealth gap. Coming out of
the Great Depression, America built a great middle
class, but systematic discrimination locked AfricanAmerican families out from being part of it. And the
2008 financial crisis hit people of color particularly
hard. Even today, Black Americans are discriminated
against by big banks and lenders. We have extreme
wealth concentration in America. The 400 richest
Americans currently own more wealth than all Black
households and a quarter of Latino households
combined. On average, a white family has more than
ten times the wealth of a Black family.

And my housing plan tackles our government’s
history of racist redlining.It would also substantially
expand the Indian Housing Block Grant to $2.5 billion, to build or rehabilitate 200,000 homes, and the
Native Hawaiian Housing Block Grant to $8 million
in the first year. And it respects tribal sovereignty by
restoring the ability of tribes to administer their own
Section 8 federal housing vouchers.

I’ve proposed plans that would substantially narrow
the racial wealth gap – like establishing a minimum
$50 billion fund for Historically Black Colleges and
Universities and Minority-Serving Institutions. I have
a plan to respect our trust and treaty obligations to
Native Americans and meaningfully invest in the education of Native American kids - from birth through
college - so all students have a chance to achieve.
And my Universal Child Care plan makes child care
and early education free for millions of families and
affordable for everyone, while paying child care
workers, who are disproportionately women of color,
like comparable public school teachers. I’ve also proposed a new set of executive actions that I will take
on day one as president to boost wages for women
of color and open up new pathways to the leadership
positions they deserve. And I’ve proposed creating
a $7 billion Small Business Equity Fund to help close
the startup capital gap for entrepreneurs of color.
We also must hold health systems accountable to
address the maternal mortality epidemic for Black
moms, including rewarding excellent health systems
and identifying, investing in, and demanding more
from struggling ones. I’ve fought for better access
to behavioral and mental health programs for Native
American communities, and I’ve called for guaranteed

A number of these proposals would be funded by my
Ultra-Millionaire Tax -- a two-cent tax on net worth
over $50 million. This new tax would only apply to the
75,000 wealthiest families in the country, but it would
generate nearly $3 trillion in revenue over ten years.

We also need to change the way we think and
talk about public safety in America -- to focus on
prevention rather than punishment. That means
investing in evidence-based approaches that address
the underlying drivers of violence and crime. I’ll invest
the necessary resources to break the school to prison
pipeline, to provide safe and affordable housing to
keep people off of the street, and to fund violence
interruption programs that divert people away from
criminal activity before the police get involved. I’ll also
invest in mental health and substance abuse services,
so that people with mental health or substance abuse
conditions receive treatment rather than jail time.
Simply put, we criminalize too many things and send
too many people to jail. These policies have filled our
prisons and devastated our neighborhoods. Change
starts with repealing the 1994 crime bill and addressing the legacy of the war on drugs. But it also requires
fighting back against the criminalization of homelessness and poverty while also holding the wealthy and
well-connected accountable under the same standard.
Finally, I support legislation to create a commission
of experts to study the reparations question and
make recommendations to Congress. America was
built on the backs of slaves. And even after slavery
was abolished, for generation after generation, our
government discriminated against African Americans
and prevented them from building wealth. We must
confront this dark history head-on.
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Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. It’s time to treat structural racism with the
exigency it deserves.
In order to transform this country into a nation that
affirms the value of its people of color, we must
address the five central types of violence waged
against black, brown and indigenous Americans:
physical, political, legal, economic and environmental.
Whether it is a broken criminal justice system, or
massive disparities in the availability of financial
services, or health disparities, or environmental
disparities, or educational disparities, our job is to—
and we will—create a nation in which all people are
treated equally. That is what we must do, and that is
what we will do.
Due to the historical legacy of institutional racism in
this country, mass incarceration disproportionately
falls on the shoulders of black and brown people in
America. In fact, black Americans are incarcerated
at five times the rate of white Americans, and even
though people use drugs like marijuana at roughly
the same rates across all races, black Americans
are nearly four times more likely to be arrested for
marijuana possession than white Americans. These
disparities pervade every aspect of the criminal
justice system. Black Americans, and especially
young black men, are more likely to be stopped by
the police, subjected to excessive force, arrested, and
jailed than whites.
When I am president, we will finally make the deep
and structural investments to rebuild the communities
that mass incarceration continues to decimate.
We must move away from an overly-punitive
approach to public safety and start focusing on how
to safeguard our communities, prevent the conditions
that lead to arrests, and rehabilitate people who have
made mistakes.
We have a criminal justice system which is racist,
broken, and must be fundamentally reformed. Here is
how we will do just that: https://berniesanders.com/
issues/criminal-justice-reform/
65 years after Brown v. Board of Education, many U.S.
schools remain unacceptably segregated. Some 300

school districts are currently under desegregation
orders and the Supreme Court has curtailed the
government’s power to address them. Under Betsy
DeVos, the Department of Education Office of Civil
Rights has outrageously “scaled back” civil rights
investigations and dismissed hundreds of them in
short order.
In America today, only 20 percent of public school
teachers are nonwhite, and with minority students
comprising a majority in our public schools, the gap is
growing. Research shows that students of color who
have at least one teacher of color by third grade are
more likely to graduate from high school and enroll in
college. Nationwide, about 7 percent of public school
teachers are black.
Due to implicit racial bias, Black students, even
in preschool, are nearly four times as likely to be
suspended as Whites, putting them at greater
risk of falling behind and getting caught up in the
juvenile justice system. Black students and students
with disabilities are more likely to be subjected to
exclusionary discipline measures than their same
age peers. When a child is pushed out of school they
lose instructional time and are more likely to become
involved with the juvenile and adult justice systems.
We must end the school-to-prison pipeline.
As president, I will:
• Build on the Strength in Diversity Act to increase,
not cut, federal funding for community-driven
strategies to desegregate schools.
• Triple Title I funding to ensure at-risk schools get
the funding they need and end funding penalties
for schools that attempt to desegregate.
• Execute and enforce desegregation orders and
appoint federal judges who will enforce the 1964
Civil Rights Act in school systems.
• Address disciplinary practices in schools that
disproportionately affect Black and Brown
children.
• Establish a dedicated fund to create and expand
teacher-training programs at HBCUs, minority-serving institutions (MSIs) and tribal colleges
and universities to increase educator diversity.
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• Fully fund the Department of Education’s Office
of Civil Rights and remove current protocols that
allow for arbitrary dismissal of complaints.
• Fund school transportation to help integration,
ending the absurd prohibitions in place.
• Increase funding for public magnet schools to $1
billion annually to help integrate our schools.
• Increase access to English as a Second Language instruction.
• Rethink the link between property taxes and
education funding.
• Establish a national per-pupil spending floor.
• Provide $5 billion in annual funding for sustainable community schools to provide a holistic,
full-service approach to learning and the wellbeing of our young people.
•

Our schools are a public good. By transforming them into sustainable community
schools, we can provide:

•

Health and support services including dental care, mental health care, and substance
abuse prevention.

•

Community and youth organizing.

•

Community goods and services such as job
training classes, art spaces, GED, and ESL
classes.

Black Americans lost 40 percent of their wealth in
the 2009 housing crisis and were directly targeted
by predatory lenders. While the government bailed
out the crooks on Wall Street, ordinary Americans
who were victims of predatory lending and mortgage
fraud were left behind. Together, we will change that.
Americans who lost their homes as a result of mortgage fraud and predatory lending must be provided
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the down payment assistance they need to buy a
new home or receive financial aid to pay their current
mortgage or rent. Further, many of the homes that
Americans lost to foreclosure during the Great Recession were sold right back to the same Wall Street
firms that caused the crisis. Since the financial crisis,
firms on Wall Street have purchased thousands of
homes, turned them into rentals, and securitized them
to make outrageous profits. Together, we will change
that.
Our Housing for All plan will undo the racist legacy
of Jim Crow-era efforts to enforce segregation, aggressively end redlining practices and other forms of
housing discrimination that still exist, combat gentrification, and make historic targeted investments into
communities to guarantee housing for all.
For centuries, America’s economic rise relied on
treating millions of Black people as literal property.
We have still not come to terms with the horrors of
legalized slavery and its continuing impacts on our
society. I am proud to co-sponsor the H.R. 40 Commission to Study and Develop Reparation Proposals
for African-Americans Act to finally bring the truth
about slavery into the open.
And time and time again, our Native American
brothers and sisters have seen the federal government break solemn promises, and huge corporations
put profits ahead of the sovereign rights of Native
communities. I will stand with Native Americans in the
struggle to protect their treaty and sovereign rights,
advance traditional ways of life, and improve the quality of life for Native communities. The United States
must not just honor Native American treaty rights and
tribal sovereignty, it must also move away from a relationship of paternalism and control and toward one of
deference and support.

Secretario Julián Castro

El ex-Secretario de Vivienda y Desarrollo Urbano (HUD)

I have long believed that our country cannot properly
heal until we address the original sin of slavery. I
support reparations and would create a commission
to study reparations and determine the best way to
move forward.

This would ensure there is an inclusive process
that centers the experiences of those that have or
continue to be affected by the legacy of slavery and
Jim Crow in developing a plan to address reparations
for these crimes.

RACIAL JUSTICE

I believe that this necessary conversation is an
essential element in coming to terms with our past.
My People First Education plan seeks to combat the
inequities in our school system. It seeks to create
school environments that are accessible, affirming,
and inclusive for students with disabilities, including
learning disabilities. Fully fund and expand disability programs under the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act to ensure all schools receiving federal
funding are equipped to meet the needs of students
with disabilities.
As President, I will end racially-discriminatory policing
by ending racial profiling, stop-and-frisk, requiring
implicit bias training for all police personel, building
a more diverse police force, and increasing accountability of law enforcement that uses excessive force.
I will also end discrimination in housing based on
previous arrest or incarceration.
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States have historically denied the right to vote on
racial grounds, and these practices are too often
echoed today in barriers to voting that disproportionately affect communities of color and other
marginalized groups. In 34 states, formerly incarcerated people are restricted from voting immediately
after being released, while in 12 states, voting rights
are withheld indefinitely for certain crimes. To end
the disenfranchisement of the millions of people
impacted by the criminal justice system, I will work
with Congress to strengthen the Voting Rights Act,
including the requirement to obtain pre-clearance
before changing voting laws. Additionally, I will work
to immediately restore voting rights to anyone who
has finished their sentence of imprisonment or other
judicial punishment.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

I have co-sponsored HR 40 calling for a formal
commission to study of the impacts of slavery and
make recommendations on the best policies moving
forward.

STEM research and education at those campuses. I’ll
also work with Congress to strengthen programs to
support Black entrepreneurship in order to provide a
better platform for people to start a business.

There’s no doubt that discrimination and historical
injustice have created significant wealth inequality
for people of color and we need to make serious
investments to correct that inequality.
We have to reverse this trend. That’s why I
announced a $100 billion plan to provide grants to
increase Black homeownership and will invest heavily
in HBCUs and other MSIs, including creating hubs for

I have also rolled out a comprehensive plan to
overhaul our criminal justice system that will end
mandatory minimum sentences, remove profit from
the justice system, and enact key accountability
reforms, including a strong progressive national use
of force standard for police.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

My Douglass Plan, which is a complement to any
potential reparations proposals, aims to provide
the scale and scope necessary for true nationwide
restorative justice. This plan combines a dismantling
of racist structures and systems with an intentional
and affirmative investment in the freedom and selfdetermination of Black Americans.
Under this plan, my Administration will make
significant investments to ensure equal access

to economic opportunities for Black, Brown, and
Native communities through my Walker-Lewis
initiative. We will triple the number of entrepreneurs
from underrepresented communities within 10
years and ensure that 25% of federal contracting
dollars are awarded to small business owners from
underrepresented communities. I will also incentivize
banks to invest in minority- owned Community
Finance Development Corporations, which lend to
communities that have been historically overlooked.

RACIAL JUSTICE

Additionally, I will attack the racial wealth gap by
fostering asset ownership with our 21st Century
Community Homestead Act.
My Administration will work to ensure more
people are free by reducing the number of
people incarcerated in the United States at both
the federal and state level by 50%. I will double
funding for federal grants for states that commit
to criminal justice reform and prioritize funding for
programs aimed at pretrial reforms, decarceration,
and expansion of alternative to incarceration (ATI)
programs. On the federal level, I will eliminate
incarceration for drug possession, reduce sentences
for other drug offenses and apply these reductions
retroactively, and legalize marijuana. I will also
eliminate mandatory minimums.
I will massively increase resources at Title I schools
because low-income students need more resources–
not less–if they are to enjoy opportunities equal to

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND
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their peers. I will dramatically increase Title I funding
to support higher teacher pay and supplemental
services for low-income students above and beyond
state and local funding resources. I will also promote
policies that break the school-to-prison pipeline
because zero-tolerance school discipline policies
disproportionately impact students of color and
reduce their instruction time.
My Douglass Plan also lays out our vision for
designating and investing in Health Equity Zones
and for allowing Medicare and Medicaid to reimburse
for wraparound services related to the social
determinants of health. This will help to address
long-standing health disparities experienced by
communities of color.
I will also support a Congressional committee that
will work with local communities to study and make
recommendations on appropriate reparations.

EDUCATION
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We want to give
students a voice in
their education and
how it's funded.

College students today are hit by a triple whammy:
after many families were bankrupted by the Great
Recession, even entry-level jobs require a college
degree, and earning that degree can put young
people in debt for the rest of their lives. That’s why
members of Student Action, part of the People’s
Action national network of grassroots groups, are
standing up and fighting back, and demanding Free
College For All, including the formerly incarcerated

and undocumented. We want to give students a
voice in their education and how it’s funded.
Do you support a plan to make college free for
all people? Would this plan specifically cover
living expenses for low-income students and
includes undocumented students, and formerly
incarcerated students? If so, what will you do to
advance this plan?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

I’ve proposed something truly transformational:
the cancellation of up to $50,000 in student loan
debt for 42 million Americans. And once we’ve
cleared out the debt that is holding down an entire
generation of Americans, we must ensure we never
have another student debt crisis again. We can do
that by recognizing public college education is like a
public K-12 education - a basic good that should be
available to everyone with free tuition and zero debt
at graduation.
My plan for universal free college will give every
American the opportunity to attend a two-year or
four-year public college without paying a dime in
tuition or fees. I am calling for a historic new federal
investment in public higher education and in order for
students to graduate debt-free - especially students
from lower-income families - we must expand the
funding available to cover non-tuition expenses.
In addition to the existing federal higher education
funding that can be redirected to cover non-tuition
expenses, we should invest an additional $100 billion

over the next ten years in Pell Grants — and expand
who is eligible for a grant. And my plan would prohibit
public colleges from considering citizenship status or
criminal history in admissions decisions. Finally, my
plan would invest a minimum of $50 billion in HBCUs
and Minority-Serving Institutions, including Tribal
Colleges and Universities.
My plan to Expand Social Security also restores
benefits for full-time students with a parent who
is disabled or has died. Before the provision was
repealed under President Reagan, access to
these benefits boosted college attendance and
performance by letting low-income students reduce
the number of hours they had to work while attending
school. When Congress repealed this benefit, college
attendance by previously eligible beneficiaries
dropped by more than one-third. My plan restores
this provision — and it extends eligibility through
the age of 24. A longer eligibility period will improve
the chances of the people who receive this benefit,
particularly low-income students and students of
color, complete college before the benefit ends.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. I’m running for president because we must
extend the concept of public education beyond the
12th grade and make public colleges and universities
tuition and fee-free. Every young person, regardless
of the income of their family, immigration status, or
incarceration history, should have the opportunity to
earn a college degree.
In 2015, when I first introduced a bill to make college
tuition and fee-free, we had zero cosponsors in the
Senate. We were told that our idea was “radical” and
“extreme.” Today, the 60 percent of Americans support the idea.
And when we are in the White House, we will make
public colleges and universities tuition and debt free.
We will expand Pell Grants to cover the non-tuition
and fee costs of school, including: housing, books,
supplies, transportation, and other costs of living.
We will expand food assistance programs, and other

supports so that all students can afford their living
expenses. And cancel the entire $1.6 trillion in outstanding student debt for the 45 million borrowers
who are weighed down by the crushing burden of
student debt.
To realize this vision, we must not view America
only as a population of disconnected individuals, we
must also view ourselves as part of “an inescapable
network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny,” as Dr. King put it. In other words, we are in this
together.
We must see ourselves as part of one nation, one
community and one society -- regardless of race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, or country of origin.
This quintessentially American idea is literally emblazoned on our coins: E Pluribus Unum. From the many,
one.

EDUCATION

And, I should tell you, it is enshrined in the motto of
our campaign for the presidency -- Not me, Us.
And let me also be clear, the only way we achieve
these goals is through a political revolution – where
millions of people get involved in the political process
and reclaim our democracy by having the courage
to take on the powerful corporate interests whose
greed is destroying the social and economic fabric of
our country.
At the end of the day, the one percent may have enormous wealth and power, but they are just the one
percent. When the 99 percent stand together, we can
transform society.
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These are my values.
I have a deep and abiding faith in the American people to peacefully and democratically enact the transformative change that will create shared prosperity,
social equality and true freedom for all.
This is a campaign not just to win the Democratic primary, and not just to defeat Donald Trump, although
we must and we will. This is a campaign to bring
fundamental political change to America. So when we
are in the White House, we will have the movement
and the people and the mandate to pass the implement the major reforms we need.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

Education is at the core of the American Dream. It is
the foundation of our collective promise to every student that is if they work hard, they have a real chance
at reaching their dreams. Our government has failed
to hold up their end of the bargain. Structural flaws,
growing financial burdens, and inadequate support
for students and their families have prevented many
from accessing a quality education. This is why in my
People First Education Plan, we will make college
free for all by eliminating tuition at public colleges,
universities, community colleges, and technical and
vocational schools. We will also expand the Pell
Grant Program to a maximum of $10,000 and allow
these grants to be used for living expenses, summer programs, and for emergency assistance. All of
these investments would include undocumented and
formerly incarcerated students. Through the passage
of the Dream and Promise Act, we will ensure that individuals can access federal funding and other public

education programs, and that citizenship status isn’t
considered in admissions decision by public school of
institution of higher education.
Lastly, we will support Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs) and other Minority Serving Institutions with an additional investment of $3 billion per
year toward financial support and increasing access
for low-income students.
This is personal to me. I remember receiving that
college acceptance letter and that was one of the
happiest days of my life. And then a few weeks letter
the bill arrived and that was a less joyous occasion.
The cost of tuition was more than double my mom’s
income, and but for the investments made by the
American people in me, I would not be running for
president today. The American Dream of a great education should be achievable for all.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

Millions of students across the country are drowning
in debt, preventing them from taking the job they
want, starting a business or a family, or even just
paying the bills. For many other families, college
seems out of reach entirely. That’s why as president,
I’ll fight to make community college free and make
four-year public college debt-free. I’ll also immediately
allow current debt holders to refinance high-interest

loans to lower rates and expand Income-Based
Repayment (IBR) to ensure no student pays more
than they can afford. And I’ll crack down on for-profit
colleges and lenders that prey on our students, just
as I did as Attorney General, winning more than $1
billion for California students defrauded by Corinthian
Colleges.

EDUCATION
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Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

While higher education remains a clear pathway for
much of the middle class, for too many– particularly
for students of color and low-income students–those
paths are littered with hurdles.
We must make public college truly debt-free for lower-income families. I will do this through a state-federal partnership that makes public tuition affordable for
all and completely free at lower incomes–combined
with a large increase in Pell Grants that provides for
basic living expenses and keeps up with inflation.

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND

Under my plan, we will cancel the debts of borrowers
in low-quality, overwhelmingly for-profit programs and
invest $25 billion in Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs) and Minority-Serving institutions
(MSIs), which are critically important institutions that
deserve more dedicated support.
I will ensure that undocumented students, formerly
incarcerated students, and incarcerated individuals
have access to Pell Grants to help pay for higher
education.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION
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As corporations shift
jobs and profits overseas,
workers in the United
States are often caught
in a downward spiral:

Trapped in a gig economy that offers few benefits
or protections, and employers who refuse to allow
workers to organize. People’s Action rejects this
global “race to the bottom,” which harms workers at
home and abroad, and actively supports workers’
rights to organize and immigrants’ right to live in
dignity and free from fear as they contribute to our
nation’s economy and future.

Concerning the gig economy, do you support
collective bargaining, minimum wages, covering
independent contractors, expanding portable
benefits, and appeals in cases of termination,
misclassification of workers? What will you do
to enhance the ability of these newer types of
workers to be organized?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

Yes. Strengthening America’s labor unions will be a
central goal of my administration. And every worker
who wants to join a union, bargain collectively, and
make their voice heard should have a chance to do
so. But for too long, a worker’s right to unionize has
been under attack. That’s why I introduced a new law
that would ban states from passing so-called rightto-work laws that destroy unions. That’s also why I’ve
co-sponsored the Protecting the Right to Organize
Act, the Public Sector Freedom to Negotiate Act and
the Workplace Democracy Act. We need to make it
easier to join a union and give unions more power
when they negotiate.
American history is full of shameful examples where
powerful industries exploited workers in pursuit of
greater profits. Their methods have changed over the
years, but companies’ drive to cut costs and boost
profits at the expense of workers’ wellbeing has not.
In many industries today, it takes the form of worker
misclassification. This exploitative business practice has proliferated in industries like trucking and
construction for decades, but the advent of the “gig
economy” has accelerated the practice and extended
it more widely. I support laws, like AB 5 in California,
that make full “employee” status the default and
would automatically protect millions of workers. The
experience of other states – including my home state
of Massachusetts where a similar law has been in
effect for many years – shows that a comprehensive
approach is most effective. I support making this federal law and making worker misclassification in itself a
labor law violation..
I also support carving out an exception in antitrust
law so that truly independent contractors can organize and bargain collectively.

Labor laws have not kept pace with the 21st century
economy. It’s time to re-think the basic social contract on labor. We’re going to fight for fully portable
benefits for everyone. We’re going to fight to make
sure that all work—full-time, part-time, gig—carries
basic, pro-rata benefits. And we need to turn the
minimum wage into a living wage, implement President Obama’s overtime pay rules and rules that limit
workers’ exposure to chemicals that can cause lung
disease and cancer, ensure workers’ hours are stable
and fair, and make it quick and easy to join a union.
I would also push to repeal the secondary boycott
provisions of the Labor Management Relations Act of
1947, which would allow labor organizations to gain
strength by boycotting or attempting to stop others
from purchasing products, performing services, or
doing business with another company engaged
in a labor dispute. I would also like to narrow the
“supervisory” statutory exclusion because it is an
overly broad exclusion that robs too many relatively
low-level employees with any “supervisory” authority
from the right to organize and engage in collective
bargaining. I’d also like to repeal the provisions in
the LMRA that allow the President and federal courts
to enjoin lawful strikes that pose a threat to national
health or safety. Far too often, these injunctions have
been invoked in strikes not because there is a genuine threat to national health or safety, but rather to
curb the power of unions engaging in lawful strikes.
Finally, I will appoint people to my administration who
have a history of fighting for workers and are committed to fighting for workers’ rights, including Labor
Department officials who take wage enforcement and
wage theft seriously and will actually enforce the law
against violators.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. If we are serious about rebuilding the middle
class in America, we have got to rebuild, strengthen
and expand the trade union movement in America.
That is why I have introduced the strongest pro-union
plan of any presidential candidate in the history of
America. When I am president, we will set a goal as
a nation to double union membership in America.
Today, over 60% of the American people support

unions, but less than 11% belong to one. That must
change.
Under my Workplace Democracy plan, when a majority of workers in a bargaining unit sign cards to join a
union, they will have a union. Period. And if employers refuse to negotiate in good faith, we will impose
strong penalties on those companies.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION

Under this plan, companies will no longer be able to
ruthlessly exploit workers by misclassifying them as
independent contractors or deny them overtime by
falsely calling them a “supervisor.”
Under my plan, we will end “Right to Work” laws in 27
states by repealing section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley
Act.
Under my plan, we will make sure that all public
employees in America have the right to organize
and bargain collectively - not only for decent wages,
but for decent benefits, safe working conditions and
reliable schedules.
Under this plan, every union worker in America will
have the right to strike - including those working for
the federal government – and we will ban the replacement of striking workers once and for all.
When I am president, I will sign an executive order
to prevent large, profitable corporations that engage
in union busting, outsource jobs overseas or pay
workers less than $15 an hour from receiving federal
contracts. If companies want to shut down factories
in America and move abroad, pay workers starvation
wages and refuse to respect the constitutional rights
of their workers to form unions, they cannot expect to
get a lucrative federal contract from a Bernie Sanders
Administration.
Under my plan, we will protect and expand pensions.
Because of a 2014 change in law instituted in the
dead of night and against my strong opposition, it is
now legal to cut the earned pension benefits of more
than 1.5 million workers and retirees in multi-employer pension plans.
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As president, I will sign an executive order to impose
a moratorium on future pension cuts, reverse the cuts
to retirement benefits that have already been made
and pass my bill to protect the pensions of 10 million
Americans in multi-employer pension plans.
Further, we will:
• Require companies that merge to honor existing
union contracts.
• Create a sectoral collective bargaining system
with wage boards comprised of workers, unions
and management to set minimum standards
across industries like they do in many European
countries.
• Guarantee the right to unionize for all workers –
including farm workers and domestic workers.
• Stop corporations from forcing workers to attend
mandatory anti-union meetings as a condition of
continued employment.
• Establish a fair transition for union workers.
When Medicare for All is signed into law, companies with union negotiated health care plans will
be required to enter into new contract negotiations
overseen by the National Labor Relations Board.
Under this plan, all company savings that result from
reduced health care contributions from Medicare for
All will be converted into increased wages or other
benefits for union workers. Further, this plan will ensure that union-sponsored clinics and other providers
are integrated within the Medicare for All system,
and kept available for members. And unions will still
be able to negotiate for and provide wrap-around
services and other coverage not duplicative of the
benefits established under Medicare for All.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

Yes. I believe that if the “gig economy” is going to be
the economy of the future, workers need to be empowered to improve their conditions and fight for a life
of dignity in that economy. I support California’s AB5
law, and I’m concerned that it doesn’t go far enough.
As President, I would support similar legislation nationwide that will end the misclassification of workers,
including in the gig economy. I would also direct the
Labor Department and the National Labor Relations

Board to aggressively increase the role of sectoral
bargaining, educate workers in the gig economy of
their rights and to hold employers accountable when
those rights are violated. Furthermore, I will institute
requirements for large corporations to reserve seats
on their boards for non-managerial workers and ensure states have the ability to innovate to strengthen
labor laws and collective bargaining.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION
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Sen. Kamala Harris
California

In our evolving economy, I believe it’s critical we
ensure a robust social safety net for all workers and
support their right to join a union. I have long said
that gig-economy workers should be able to unionize,
and, in the Senate, I am a sponsor of the Workplace
Democracy Act which makes a number of key reforms
to support collective bargaining, employee benefits,
and unwind so-called “Right to Work” laws.

Furthermore, I think we need to do more to stop
worker misclassification. I support California’s
Assembly Bill 5 and what the California Supreme
Court held in Dynamex, and I believe we need to
go even further to bolster worker protections and
benefits and elevate the voice of workers.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

Gig workers are workers, and we need to start
treating them that way. I will protect the right of gig
economy workers to unionize and earn a fair wage. I
support codifying the simple “ABC test” for classifying
workers nationally in order to prevent workers in
the gig economy from being denied minimum wage,
overtime, and antidiscrimination protections, as well
as their ability to unionize. As a backstop to the ABC
test and in order to guarantee collective bargaining
rights to gig workers, I will also propose amending
U.S. law to allow independent contractors with no
employees, little capital investment, and substantially
similar working relationships with a single company to
unionize.
But it’s also important to ensure that employers who
break labor laws are actually punished. That’s why

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States

FAILED TO RESPOND

I’ve called for passing the Payroll Fraud Prevention
Act and substantially increasing funding for
enforcement agencies. Employers who break the law
so they can mistreat their workers should face real
penalties.
Finally, I support the FAMILY Act to create a national
paid family leave fund. I have also proposed creating
a new national paid sick leave fund for workers who
are not covered by the Healthy Families Act, such
as independent contractors, so that all workers can
have access to paid sick leave. Additionally, I will
raise the minimum wage to $15 per hour, indexed to
wage growth, and end the tipped minimum wage and
subminimum wage.
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As corporations shift
jobs and profits overseas,
workers in the United
States are often caught
in a downward spiral:

Trapped in a gig economy that offers few benefits
or protections, and employers who refuse to allow
workers to organize.
People’s Action rejects this global “race to the
bottom,” which harms workers at home and abroad,
and actively supports workers’ rights to organize
and immigrants’ right to live in dignity and free from
fear as they contribute to our nation’s economy and
future.

Do you support an immediate end to Trump’s trade
wars and renewing trade negotiations centered on
legally binding global standards for environmental
protections, wages, and labor rights, which will
put an end to the global ‘race to the bottom’ that is
destroying livelihoods and communities in the U.S.
and around the world? If so, what would you do to
advance that?

LABOR & IMMIGRATION
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

In contrast to the counterproductive chaos of Donald
Trump which hurts workers and farmers, we need a
real, coherent trade strategy that protects American
workers, consumers and the environment.
America has enormous leverage in trade negotiations. I won’t hand that leverage to corporations to
boost their own profits—I’ll use it to create and defend good American jobs, raise wages, fight climate
change, lower drug prices, and raise living standards
worldwide. My plan is a whole new approach to trade
that will transform every aspect of our current process, from how we negotiate deals, to the negotiating
objectives we pursue, to the way we enforce agreements. This isn’t about tough talk—it’s about big,
structural change. Our trade negotiations give special
access to corporate interests before the agreement is
rushed through Congress. I’ll end this undemocratic,
corrupt practice and negotiate and approve trade
deals through a transparent process that offers the
public a real chance to shape them.
For too long, we’ve made trade deals with countries
with abysmal records on labor, environmental issues,
and human rights. They get concrete access to the
American market while we get vague commitments to
do better—which we hardly enforce
This must end. I’ll establish a set of standards that
countries must meet as a precondition for any trade
agreement: covering labor rights, human rights,

religious freedom, human trafficking, protecting the
environment, currency practices, and combating tax
evasion and bribery. I’ll also go further to make sure
our trade deals ensure consumer safety and protect
America’s family farms. And I’ll fight to bring down
the costs of prescription drugs here and around the
world by supporting price controls and seeking out
opportunities to reduce exclusivity periods. I’ll make
combating climate change a key focus of our trade
deals—and make sure America lives up to the same
standards we hold other countries to. I’ll require countries we negotiate trade deals with to comply with the
Paris Climate accord and end fossil fuel subsidies.
Finally, our approach to enforcing trade deals is driving down standards worldwide. We offer corporations
fast and powerful methods to enforce the provisions
that benefit them, but make it nearly impossible to
enforce labor and environmental protections. It’s
time to change that. I’ll end “Investor-State Dispute
Settlement”—the favorable enforcement we offer
corporations which they’ve used to undermine laws
that benefit workers and families (like minimum wage
increases). And I’ll create a new, stronger approach to
enforcing labor and environmental standards. Trade
can be a powerful tool. My plan represents a new
approach—one that uses America’s leverage to boost
American workers and raise the global standard of
living. The president has a lot of authority to remake
trade policy herself. When elected, I intend to use it.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

I am proud to be the only candidate running for
president who not only voted against NAFTA and
PNTR with China, but also stood on the picket lines
with union workers opposing these unfair trade deals.
For decades, Washington has tried to sell corporatewritten trade deals like NAFTA to American workers,
making false promises of jobs and economic growth
for all.
We need a new trade policy that creates decentpaying jobs in America and abroad and ends the

global race to the bottom. Corporate America
cannot continue to throw American workers out on
the street while they outsource our jobs and enjoy
record-breaking profits. Despite the president’s
tough rhetoric and haphazard tariffs, under Trump,
we now have a record-breaking $890 billion annual
trade deficit in goods. And since Trump was elected,
multinational corporations have shipped 185,000
American jobs overseas. That is unacceptable. In
2016, Trump promised he would substantially reduce
the trade deficit, stop the outsourcing of American
jobs, and rip up NAFTA. He lied about all three.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION

Since Trump has been in office, our trade deficit in
goods has shot up to a record-breaking $891 billion.
He has given out over $50 billion in government contracts to companies that are shipping jobs overseas.
He passed tax cuts that reward companies for offshoring even more jobs. And now more than 185,000
American jobs have been shipped overseas under his
watch. We need a president who will actually fight for
American workers, keep their promises, and stand up
to the giant corporations who close down plants to
send jobs overseas.
We will fundamentally rewrite our failed trade policies
to benefit workers, not just the CEOs of multinational
corporations. Any trade deal I sign will include swift
and certain labor enforcement mechanisms, lower the
cost of prescription drugs, protect the environment,
and include strong country-of-origin labeling rules
and enforcement mechanisms in the core text of the
agreement. As part of my new trade policy:
• I will sign an executive order ending federal contracts to corporations that outsource American
jobs.
• My administration will eliminate the disastrous
Investor State Dispute Settlement system that
allows corporations to sue governments that
pass laws to protect workers, consumers and the
environment in front of an unelected international
tribunal.
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• Instead of providing federal tax breaks, contracts,
grants, and loans to corporations that outsource
jobs, my administration will support the small
businesses that are creating good jobs in America.
• My administration will expand “Buy American,”
“Buy Local,” and other government policies that
will increase jobs in the U.S.
• I will make sure that strong and binding labor,
environmental, and human rights standards are
written into the core text of all trade agreements.
• My administration will add to the core text of
every U.S. trade agreement, enforceable rules
against currency cheating, which allows countries
to unfairly dump their products in this country
and makes our exports more expensive abroad.
• My administration will undo the harm that trade
agreements have done to family farmers and
communities throughout America.
• My administration will eliminate rules in our trade
deals that increase the cost of medicines and
fight to make them more affordable.

• Eliminate the incentives baked into our current
trade and tax agreements that make it easier for
multinational corporations to ship jobs overseas.
Corporations should not be able to get a tax deduction for the expenses involved in moving their
factories abroad and throwing American workers
out on the street.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

When I talk to the American people, from farmers in
Iowa to businesspeople in Texas, the erratic, haphazard way this president is dealing with China and the
trade war is hurting their bottom line.
I believe that any 21st Century trade agreement needs
actionable labor standards with clear enforcement
mechanisms that protect the rights of the worker,

not the profits of the corporation. I will oppose any
agreements that do not meet high enforceable labor
standards. Trade agreements must also further our
national interests, ensure that American workers are
the biggest winners on these agreements, support
for American exports, and are aligned with ambitious
goals to combat climate change.

LABOR
TRABAJO
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Sen. Kamala Harris
California

As I’ve long said, I will oppose any trade deal that
doesn’t look out for the best interests of American
workers and raise environmental standards. In my
administration, labor and civil society groups will
always have a seat at the table to ensure that trade
agreements do achieve these important objectives.
And I think that’s exactly what we need – pro-labor,
pro-environment trade deals – because it’s clear

Donald Trump’s protectionist approach has been a
disaster. His trade war is crushing American farmers,
killing American jobs, and punishing American
consumers. I would work with our allies in Europe and
Asia to confront China on its troubling trade practices,
not perpetuate Trump’s failing tariff war that is being
paid for by hard-working Americans.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

I agree that we need to end the current Administration’s trade wars and that the standards for U.S.
trade agreements need to be raised. The problem
is that this President has launched an economic war
with no strategy and no endgame. American families,
farmers, and workers are the collateral damage. For
too long, Washington has sold trade deal after trade
deal with the promise that a rising tide would lift all
boats. It hasn’t—in part because it wasn’t accompanied by investment here at home—and Washington
failed those left behind. A lot of Americans just don’t
trust the government to negotiate trade deals in their
best interest. Instead, the President is trying to slash
investments in American education, R&D, clean technology—the things we need to win over the long run.
We can’t trade away our security, technological edge,
and values just for a short-term reduction in the trade
deficit. We need an honest national discussion about
trade and its impact on our workers and our economy.
At the same time, we should not surrender the world’s
fastest growing markets in regions like Asia to other

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States
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nations. It is where China wants to dominate and is
buying influence through their Belt and Road initiative.
China is negotiating broad new trade agreements
with their neighbors that favor their economy and
workers. These agreements enshrine non-democratic
principles at the expense of the US and free people
everywhere. Sitting on the sidelines is a losing proposition for America.
When I negotiate trade agreements, the most important metric will be whether it will lead to widespread
prosperity at home. My policy on empowering workers in a changing economy emphasizes that economic
policies have to be focused on growing incomes for
the 90%. I will use that principle to evaluate trade
deals. That will mean holding other nations to higher
standards on environmental protections, wages, and
labor to ensure that American companies and workers
have a level playing field on which to compete and
succeed.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION
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We believe that support
for the DREAM Act is the
absolute floor for any
new immigration policy.

We want a road to citizenship for undocumented
immigrants in this country, including DACA participants, TPS (Temporary Protected Status) and DED
(Deferred Enforced Departure) holders. We demand
a fair and generous asylum system; to disentangle
our immigration system from the criminal justice
system; and we demand that family members who
have been unjustly deported should have the “right
to return” to the United States.

Do you agree with these demands and, given
the effectiveness and magnified cruelty of the
Trump Administration as it specifically relates
to the immigration system, what is your plan to
deliver on these promises through legislative or
administrative changes?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

I start with a simple principle: immigrants have always
been a vital source of American strength. They grow
our economy and make our communities richer and
more diverse. They are our neighbors, our colleagues, and our friends — and every bit as much a
part of America as those who were born in the United
States. That’s why we need real immigration reform:
to create a rules-based system that is fair, humane,
and that reflects our values. One that is good for immigrants, good for workers, and good for the United
States.
We can start by eliminating the abusive enforcement of our immigration laws. I’ll work with Congress
to decriminalize migration -- entering the country
without authorization will continue to be a violation
of civil immigration law, but we will not take children
away from their parents or lock them in cages. I will
issue guidance to end the criminal prosecution of
administrative immigration violations and the policies
subjecting migrants to mass prosecutions. Instead, I
will refocus our limited resources on actual criminals
and real threats to the United States. I’ll also separate
law enforcement from immigration enforcement, put
in place guidelines to protect sensitive locations and
immigrant victims of serious crimes, and end the federal programs that force local cops to enforce federal
immigration laws. And I will reshape ICE and CBP, and
hold those who perpetrated abuse during the Trump
Administration accountable for their actions.
To prevent future abuses, we need to treat migrants
moving through the system in a manner that reflects
our Constitution and our values. We should establish
independent Article I Immigration Courts to create
a credible, independent system of judicial review. I’ll
eliminate the use of expedited removal proceedings,
and I’ve called for creating a national-scale immigration public defender corps. I’ll end unnecessary detention by issuing guidance to ensure that detention
is only used where it is actually necessary because
an individual poses a flight or safety risk.
I’ve also called for the elimination of private prisons
-- we should end end the private profiteering off
cruelty. Instead, we’ll invest in safe, effective community-based alternatives to detention that both save
money and provide a measure of dignity for those in
our immigration system.

Our laws and values compel us to help those fleeing
violence and oppression. I’ll reject exclusionary policies based on race, religion, and nationality, including by reversing President Trump’s bigoted Muslim
Ban on my first day in office. I’ll reinstate Temporary
Protected Status and Deferred Enforced Departure
to protect individuals at risk in their home countries.
I’ll raise the refugee cap to welcome 125,000 refugees in my first year and 175,000 refugees by the
end of my first term, and I’ll affirm asylum protections
for those fleeing violence, including by ending the
metering and “Remain in Mexico” policies. I’ll also
withdraw President Trump’s proposed policy that forces immigrant families to choose between accessing
critical health services and staying together with their
children, many of whom are American citizens.
I will reinstate the DACA program and protections
for our Dreamers and their families, and expand the
program to cover more young people by extending
the cut-off date, eliminating the arbitrary application
age requirement, and extending the “minor” designation to anyone who was brought to the U.S. under the
age of 18. But Dreamers and TPS and DED recipients
have families and friends who are longtime members
of our American family and need protection too.
And, I’ll extend the individual exercise of discretion
to offer deferred action protections to hardworking
immigrants who have contributed to our country for
years and have built careers and families here, while
pushing for a far-reaching legislative fix that provides
a fair but achievable path to citizenship for the 11
million undocumented individuals currently living and
working in the Unites States.
I support additional legal immigration, to expand
family reunification and make it easier for relatives
of citizens and green card holders to come to the
United States; and to grow our economy, paired with
real accountability on employers who break the rules,
exploit workers, or don’t adhere to basic labor standards. I’ll work to repeal the laws that make it more
difficult for those eligible for citizenship to naturalize,
including the requirement to depart the country for
three or ten years before applying for legal status,
and limit the penalties considered for status determinations. And I’ll establish an Office of New Americans
dedicated to supporting new immigrants as they
transition into our society and economy.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION

The journey to the United States is arduous and
dangerous -- but still many people attempt it because
they feel they have no other choice. We must address
this crisis at its root. We can start by restoring the
aid that President Trump cut to the Northern Triangle
countries. We should provide them with the resources
they need so that families there can build a future and
don’t have to flee their homes.
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Investing in the region to address corruption, improve
safety and security, and expand economic opportunity - those outcomes are good for us, too. The United
States should act as a good neighbor and lead the
push for positive change in the region, particularly for
those most at risk.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. Together, we will reverse racist immigration policies and enact humane, comprehensive immigration
reform, which includes and goes beyond a pathway
to citizenship. In 2016, our campaign had one of the
most progressive immigration platforms that was
written by undocumented staffers and other Latino
staffers on the campaign. In the coming weeks, we
will be issuing a detailed immigration reform proposal, also written by undocumented staffers and latino
staffers, based on the principle of creating a humane
policy that keeps families together and that aligns
with our values and our history as a nation.
I promise that on day one of my presidency, I will
issue executive orders to undo everything Trump has
done to demonize and harm immigrants. I will also
bring together the leaders of Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, Mexico, and other Central American
countries to address the root causes of the migration
we’re seeing. I will immediately begin to undo decades of disastrous foreign policy and trade agreements that have led to destabilization in the region.
I will reverse Donald Trump’s racist immigration
policies, including dismantling Trump’s inhumane
deportation machine, ending the barbaric practice
of locking up families and children in cages, ending
private detention centers, and fundamentally restructuring ICE. We will reunite families that have been
separated, including those unjustly deported.
I will immediately grant legal status and citizenship to
young people eligible for the DACA program.
We will enact comprehensive immigration reform,
which is much more than a pathway to citizenship.

We will end the inhumane practice of holding asylum
seekers in detention while their asylum claims are
being processed and authorize alternatives to ensure
access to social workers, community groups, and
legal aid.
We will ensure a fair and fully funded immigration
adjudication system.
We will enhance access to justice and reverse the
criminalization of immigrants by reserving criminal
prosecution only for security threats and extenuating
circumstances.
Donald Trump has terrorized the undocumented
population. When we are in the White House, no child
will go to school not knowing whether their parent will
still be there when he or she gets home. I will provide
immediate relief to the undocumented community
and their families by ending the ICE raids that are
terrorizing communities across the country and putting an immediate moratorium on deportations until
a thorough audit of current and past practices and
policies is complete.
We will also end the exploitation of immigrant
workers and ensure immigrant workers in the United States are protected by law. When we are in the
White House, we will grant immigrant workers in the
U.S long-term visas and a pathway to citizenship. We
will enforce fair and just labor laws, which protect
workers’ rights to organize and demand just overtime
compensation. We will end wage theft, discrimination,
harassment, abuse, and mass immigration raids.

LABOR & IMMIGRATION

Let us be clear: bringing undocumented workers out
of the shadows and giving them the basic workplace
and labor protections that all workers are entitled
to, helps ALL workers here in America. It makes sure
corporations cannot exploit a subset of the workforce
to undercut the entire labor market.
In 2008, I traveled to the tomato fields of southern
Florida and met with migrant workers who were paid
starvation wages for backbreaking work and were
being ruthlessly exploited. After the visit, I invited
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leaders of the Coalition of Immokalee Workers to
Washington to testify during a Senate committee
hearing regarding abusive labor practices. As a
result of the tremendous grassroots effort of this
coalition, working conditions in Immokalee improved
and workers received a wage increase. In 2016, I
stood with Discoll’s farmworkers in demanding better
wages and working conditions. As President, I will
continue to protect all workers from exploitation,
especially immigrant workers who fear retaliation and
deportation.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

The current administration has made a concerted
effort to make the lives of immigrants and asylumseekers increasingly more difficult. This is why I
support a road to citizenship for undocumented
immigrants in this country, including DACA
participants, TPS, and DED, ensuring a fair and
generous aslyum system and distangling our
immigration system from the criminal justice system
and those who have been unjustly deported. My
People first immigration plan will provide a pathway to
citizenship for Dreamers and those under Temporary
Protected Status and Deferred Enforced Departure.
With the Dream Act and Promise Act of 2019, there
will be an expedited pathway to citizenship for these
individuals as compared to other undocumented
individuals. To ensure that all asylum seekers are

given a fair and just way to present their claim, we will
immediately end asylum “metering” and the “Remain
in Mexico” policy. the bill will eliminate per-country
limits and address the decades-long backlogs
from certain countries. To provide a path of safety
for refugees, I support reversing cuts to refugee
programs and restoring our nation to its historic place
as a moral leader on providing a safe haven. In my
people first immigration plan, I propose creating the
well-resourced and independent immigration court
system under Article 1 of the constitution, outside
of the Department of Justice, to increase the hiring
and retention of independent judges to adjudicate
immigration claims faster, to manage the backlog of
over 900,000 cases.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

Yes. Standing up for the immigrant community has
been a top priority for me my entire career. My first
floor speech in the U.S. Senate was on behalf of
Dreamers. The first bill I sponsored was the Dream
Act, and I worked across the aisle on bipartisan
legislation to ensure that Dreamers could work in
Congress. I was one of just 11 Senators to vote against
John Kelly’s confirmation because he wouldn’t
commit to protecting DACA. In fact, I whipped votes
on the Senate floor against his nomination, despite
being a brand new Senator. I was the first Senator
to call for Sec. Kirstjen Nielsen’s resignation after
she lied about the administration’s family separation
policy. I have resisted every effort to fund Trump’s
wall – even when there was immense pressure to
cave and cut a deal.

I’ve fought the Trump Administration at every turn to
prevent him from implementing his anti-immigrant
wish list, which is antithetical to everything America
stands for. As president, I will work tirelessly to
ensure our immigration system lives up to our
country’s values. I’ll pass 21st century immigration
reform that keeps families together, and push to
eliminate the filibuster if that’s what it takes to get
it across the finish line. But I will not only wait for
Congress to act. This summer, I described my plan to
use executive actions to restore and expand DACA,
create a new deferred action program for millions
of more law-abiding immigrants and do everything
within my legal authority to create a new path to
citizenship for Dreamers

LABOR & IMMIGRATION
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Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

I agree that we must create a pathway to citizenship
for the approximately 11 million undocumented people
living here, as well as institute temporary protections
for Dreamers, parents of Dreamers, TPS and DED
holders while we wait for comprehensive legislation
to pass. I also support a visa system that is more
flexible and responsive to the needs of communities,
both in terms of employment-based visas and familybased visas. We need to reestablish America’s role
as a global humanitarian leader by restoring the
Obama-era refugee numbers at a minimum, and by
working with other nations to address humanitarian
crises abroad, including the deadly instability in the
Northern Triangle region.
In order to accomplish these reforms, my
Administration will re-allocate responsibility of border

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States
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processing facilities from CBP to HHS, and we will
create a new system to process asylum- seekers
that properly protects them. The United States has
nothing to fear from a child fleeing violence and,
more importantly, a child fleeing violence should
have nothing to fear from the United States of
America. I will immediately and permanently end
family separation at the border, reunify families that
are currently separated, and conduct a thorough
investigation of actions of enforcement agencies
leading to accountability for wrongdoers. I am
also open to legislation honoring the principle
that veterans and families who have been unjustly
deported should be eligible for compensation and
return.
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People's Action's vision
of a Homes Guarantee
is simple.

in the wealthiest country in world history, we can
and must guarantee that everyone has a home. Our
Homes Guarantee calls for building 12 million social
housing units and reinvesting in existing crumbling
public housing.
We also need stronger protections for renters, as
well as tenants and former homeowners living in
recently or about to be foreclosed homes. Fully
realized, our proposal will guarantee homes for all,

with rents set based on our needs and real costs to
local government, rather than speculative market
prices. Land will be stewarded by and on behalf of
everyday people instead of developers and landlords
out to make the biggest profit. This vision is radical but necessary. It’s time for a #HomesGuarantee.
Will you commit to a national homes guarantee
that includes building 12 million new units of social
housing in the next decade?

HOUSING
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

I am committed to ensuring that every American has a
decent, affordable, and safe place to live. Housing is
the number one cost facing most people and reducing the cost of housing is central to my economic
agenda. That’s why I proposed a bold new housing
bill last year and it’s why I went on a housing tour of
Mississippi and Alabama in the opening months of my
presidential campaign.
We must increase the supply of affordable housing to bring down rents. My American Housing and
Economic Mobility Act would build or rehabilitate 3.2
million units over the next decade, bring down rental
costs by 10 percent, invest half a billion dollars in rural
housing programs, and create 1.5 million new jobs –
all paid for by returning the estate tax thresholds to
their levels at the end of the George W. Bush administration and instituting more progressive rates above
those thresholds.
In addition, my plan overhauls the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), which will help provide access
to credit and other banking services in lower-income
communities.
My housing bill also takes a first step toward addressing historical discrimination against communities of
color by creating a first-of-its-kind down-payment assistance program for first-time homebuyers who live
in a formerly redlined neighborhoods or communities
that were segregated by law and are still currently
low-income.
I’ll also strengthen the Fair Housing Act by prohibiting
housing discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, veteran status,
and the source of one’s income, like a housing voucher. My bill also invests $2 billion to support borrowers
still underwater because of the financial crisis so they
can build more economic security.
My plan also starts by investing more than $3 billion
in the Public Housing Capital Fund to help maintain
critical affordable housing units. And my bill gives
state and local governments a real incentive to eliminate unnecessary zoning rules. It puts $10 billion into
a new competitive grant program. States, regions and
cities can use the new grant money to build infra-

structure, parks, roads, or schools. But to even apply
for these grants, they must reform land-use rules to
allow for the construction of additional well-located
affordable housing units.
I also strongly support efforts to adopt rent control
standards. My competitive grant program offers
grant money to cities that adopt rent control and
other tenant protections as a way to encourage
those efforts. I also strongly oppose state laws that
preempt local efforts to impose rent control. More
than 30 states have passed laws that explicitly
prohibit cities from adopting rent control. These state
laws effectively permit Wall Street to decide what’s
best for cities and towns instead of the residents of
those places choosing for themselves. It’s wrong,
and as President, I will do whatever I can to stop and
reverse these industry-backed efforts to take power
away from cities and towns. I have fought on behalf
of the rights of tenants and will continue to do so as
President.
In the Senate, I have called out FHFA and FHA
authorizing the sale of delinquent loans to hedge
funds, private equity funds, and other Wall
Street purchasers who turn around and squeeze
homeowners -- and those efforts resulted in
changes to the auction process that gave non-profit
purchasers a better shot at buying these loans and
keeping people in their homes. My housing bill would
put strict new requirements on the federal sale
program, limiting the situations in which agencies are
allowed to sell mortgages and imposing requirements
on buyers to make sure they protect distressed
homeowners and the neighborhoods they live in.
These changes will allow more people to stay in
their homes and prevent private equity funds from
scooping up properties and turning around to charge
people exorbitant rents.
Finally, I have committed to taking immediate action,
as president, to achieve zero-carbon pollution from all
new commercial and residential buildings by the end
of my second term in 2028.

VIVIENDA
HOUSING
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Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

We need a homes guarantee. I am proud to have
worked with People’s Action to develop a historic,
grassroots-sourced plan for a homes guarantee that
includes millions of social housing units, a national
rent control cap, and fundamentally changes the
way we approach housing in this country. And when
we are in the White House together, we will pass a
homes guarantee to ensure that in the richest country
in the history of the world, everyone is guaranteed
housing as a fundamental human right.
We have an affordable housing crisis all over this
country that must be addressed. This in fact is a
national emergency.
It is unacceptable to me that over 18 million families
in America today are paying more than 50 percent of
their limited incomes on housing.
How can working people pay for food, transportation,
health care, prescription drugs, education and
childcare when over half of their income is going to
pay the rent or the mortgage?
It is unacceptable to me that there is virtually no place
in America where a full-time minimum wage worker
can afford a decent two bedroom apartment, at a
time when half of our people are living pay-check to
pay-check.

It is unacceptable to me that in America tonight,
over half a million people will be sleeping out on the
streets or in homeless shelters because they don’t
have the money to put a roof over their heads. In the
wealthiest country in the history of the world this is
a national disgrace and as president I will end that
disgrace.
It is not acceptable to me that wealthy real estate
developers throughout the country are gentrifying
neighborhoods and forcing working families out of
the homes and apartments where they have lived
their entire lives and replacing them with fancy
condos and luxurious homes that only the very rich
can afford.
I look forward to working together to enact a homes
guarantee to build millions of social housing units;
enact a national rent control cap; end homelessness;
revitalize our public housing stock; protect tenants
and support tenants unions; combat gentrification,
exclusionary zoning, segregation, and speculation;
end predatory lending and modern day redlining; and
fundamentally change the way our housing system
works to ensure that everyone is guaranteed housing
as a human right.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

I believe that housing is a human right. Everyone
needs safe, decent affordable housing. My People
First Housing plan calls for a redoubling of our efforts
to crack down on discriminatory housing practices,
desegregate our neighborhoods, foster inclusive
communities, and ensure our housing goals are
climate-conscious.
I will work to solve the rental affordability crisis by
ensuring that people are able to afford their rents
by using a renter’s tax credit and housing choice
vouchers to help low and middle income families pay
for housing and by increasing the supply of affordable
housing through new construction and zoning
reform.

Lastly, I will hold Wall Street accountable by
expanding and strengthening the Consumer
Financial Protections Bureau and strengthening the
Department of Justice’s power to ensure financial
institutions follows laws, especially civil rights laws,
and are transparent. As president, I will also work
to guarantee a right to counsel for tenants facing
eviction through incentives for state and local
governments to amend their laws.
My plan calls for more than $500 billion in affordable
construction, public housing rehabilitation, and
additional programs including gully funding Housing
Choice Vouchers and institute a renter’s tax credit to
address the housing crisis in the United States.

HOUSING
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Sen. Kamala Harris
California

We have a housing affordability crisis in this country
and we’ve got to get serious about tackling it. That’s
why I’ve been proud to be a leader on this issue in
the United States Senate, where I put forward one of
the first proposals to do just that. My Rent Relief Act
would provide a refundable tax credit to Americans
who are rent-burdened, ensuring that nobody has
to spend more than 30% of their income on rent
and utilities. And my budget proposals will include

robust funding for the existing federal programs
that help create more affordable housing across the
country. Furthermore, we should be making sure
that everyone is able to benefit from these important
federal programs that can connect folks with stable
housing. That’s why I introduced the Fair Chance
at Housing Act with Rep. Ocasio-Cortez to help
individuals with criminal records fairly obtain housing
assistance.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

I will address America’s housing crises by first recognizing that not all cities, and not all Americans, experience the same type of housing woes. To address
accessible housing challenges, I will leverage HUD’s
abilities to its fullest extent, including by fully enforcing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and
building a navigable and current database of accessible and affordable housing nationally.
To make housing more equitable and affordable, I propose a 21st Century Community Homestead Act that
constitutes a wholesale transfer of vacant land and
blighted property to low-income residents of formerly
redlined neighborhoods. This program also includes
support for fixing up those properties, and a suite of
programs to bring job growth to and revitalize sur-

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States
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rounding cities. I believe this directly attacks the racial
wealth gap by fostering asset ownership amongst
communities that have been historically excluded
from it, directly investing in revitalizing challenged
areas, and creating more housing stock.
Additionally, I will put forth policies to incentivize new
residential development of all kinds. This will decrease costs for construction and barriers to development, with a particular focus on homes for low-income
families. I will support low-income families in transitioning from renting to buying homes and will ensure
that policymakers’ attention goes far beyond coastal
cities to suburban, exurban, and rural areas across
this country that need safe, accessible, affordable,
and dignified housing.

CO-GOVERNING
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At People's Action, we
believe in the power of
extraordinary everyday
people.
We also believe this power belongs in government, including at its highest level. That’s why our
movement politics program elevates the voices of
the multi-racial working class, so we rise above the
barriers of concentrated wealth and racism that seek
to silence us in society. For decades, many community organizations, including ours, didn’t weigh in
on electoral politics. Instead we played on a field
set by others, pushing those in power to respond to
our demands. We won important victories in many
communities, but as corporations and an increasingly emboldened racist right-wing have consolidated
their grip on governing power, the lives of many
working people have gotten worse.
So we decided enough is enough. We don’t want to
beg those in power for crumbs. We don’t want a seat

at a table where we’re expected to keep quiet. We
want our values to have a voice. And we want real
people to run the table.
We believe in Movement Politics - a way of doing
politics and running campaigns that is transformation rather than transactional. Movement Politics
is about 1) elevating people power vs. the power of
concentrated wealth; 2) using bold issue agendas
and narrative to inspire people vs. using exclusively poll-tested issues and reactive, watered-down
messages forwarded by an industry of political
consultants; 3) confronts Trump’s xenophobia and
speaks to voters on race, class, and gender vs.
running and hiding from these dynamics. Do you
believe in these principles and will you run your
Presidential Campaign based on them?

CO-GOVERNING
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

Yes. When you see a government that works great
for those with money and connections and doesn’t
work much for anyone else, that’s corruption—plain
and simple. And it’s time to call it out for what it is.
Corruption has put our planet at risk. Corruption has
broken our economy. And corruption is breaking our
democracy. I know what’s broken and I’ve got plans
to fix it, but I can’t do it alone. We need everyone in
this fight.
For me, this is the fight my life and I’m fighting from
the heart. I didn’t pick what I am fighting for because
it was poll-tested. I picked it because it picked me. It
picked me back in Oklahoma when I began to understand the way the rules are set up makes a big difference in whether or not you get a chance to succeed.
I believe these are the issues that matter right now to
the survival of America’s working people.

Washington lobbyists, corporate PACs, or PACs of
any kind – and I’m not taking applications from billionaires who want to run a Super PAC on my behalf. My
campaign is run on the principle of equal access for
anybody who invests in this movement. That means
no swanky dinners and no fancy cocktail receptions
just for the people who write big checks. Not setting
aside time to thank only the biggest donors. It means
I’ll be spending my time with grassroots donors and
volunteers.
We will talk to every American and get them to the
polls. We will stand up for what’s right and lay out our
bold plans to fix what’s broken. This is not a moment
for incrementalism or timidity; it is a moment for moral
clarity about the structure of our economy, our society, and our democracy.

Building an America that reflects our values means
elevating the voices of those who have traditionally
been overlooked and underserved. We’ve got to
make sure everyone has a seat at the table. During
the primary and general, we will mobilize both online
and on the ground. We will work together to make
it clear that government is working for a thinner and
thinner slice at the top, and we need big, structural
change to make it work for everyone else. That’s why
I’m not taking a dime from shady special interests,

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. I deeply share these principles. Make no mistake
about it, this struggle is not nd the people and the
mandate to pass the implement the major reforms we
need.
This struggle is about taking on the incredibly
powerful institutions that control the economic and
political life of this country. And I’m talking about Wall
Street, the insurance companies, the drug companies,
the military-industrial complex, the prison-industrial
complex, the fossil fuel industry and a corrupt

campaign finance system that enables billionaires to
buy elections. I am proud to work with movements for
justice to develop policy and then to use my policy
agenda as a tool movements can use for organizing.
Policies that lift up the work of organizers across
the country. Policies that address the racial, class,
and gender inequality. Policies that reject hate and
embrace compassion, justice and love. I am more
convinced than ever that if we continue to fight
for each other — for economic, social, racial and
environmental justice — we will win.
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Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

Yes, I believe and am running my campaign based on
movement politics. My mom was a Chicana activist,
an organizer in the Mexican-American civil rights
movement. I grew up going to community meetings
and political events with her as she pushed for
social justice and basic rights. She showed me how
ordinary people could work together to advance
the cause of justice and opportunity for all. Progress
takes a movement of people organized all across

this nation and leaders who represent our values
in office. Both parts are required to make progress.
I also believe in taking money out of politics by
implementing campaign finance reform that includes
ending Citizens United, shedding light on dark money
contributions, and embracing publicly-financed
elections, including by supporting federal matches of
low-dollar contributions.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

A government for the people means a government
that works for everyone. During my campaign,
listening to the concerns of working families has
been incredibly valuable and will continue to be a
priority when I am president. It has informed my 3AM
economic agenda, because we’re all kept up late
at night by the same things, how to get a job, get
good healthcare, make sure our children get a good
education. We absolutely must stand up against the
hate and division that we’ve heard from this president
since the day he announced his candidacy. I believe
there is there so much more that unites us than

divides us. Donald Trump has sold out everyone that
he promised to help. Right now, we need someone
who has the proven ability to prosecute the case
against four more years of this administration and
its destructive agenda that leaves working people
behind. I know how to do that.
My entire career, I’ve only had one client: the people.
I am running this campaign for the people and I
will be a president that lifts up the voices of all the
people.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

Yes. I’m running for President because America is
running out of time. On every issue, from climate
change to gun violence to education, we need
bold proposals that improve lives for working class
and middle-class families. We need to make an
economy that works for everyone and evaluate all
our economic policies and trade deals on the basis of
“does this make things better for the 90%.” And we

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States
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need to talk about how race, class, and gender are
realities in this country. We should acknowledge this
reality in our policies, but we should not allow it to
sow hatred and division, as this President has done
again and again. I share many of the values espoused
by Movement Politics and look forward to finding
ways to make these values into reality.
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At People's Action, we
believe in the power of
extraordinary everyday
people.

What role do you want grassroots movement
organizations to play as a part of your governance
plan to make sure we win on issues that matter to
multiracial poor and working-class communities?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

Movements have changed the course of American
history, from the suffragists, to early union organizers,
to the foot soldiers of the civil rights movement to
LGBTQ activists -- and it’s going to take a grassroots
movement to change it again.
We’re building a strong grassroots campaign grounded in organizing state-by-state, and face-to-face.
I am also committed to building the power of political
organizations that push our party and our country in

a more progressive direction because we’re all in this
fight together.
Our movement is united by the values we share.
I have worked together with allies to help build a
strong and extensive bench of progressive elected
officials, staffers, organizers, and volunteer leaders
who will make our movement successful in the long
run, and am committed to continuing that work.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Democratic socialism to me requires achieving political and economic freedom in every community.
Let me be clear, the only way we achieve these goals
is through a political revolution – where millions
of people get involved in the political process and
reclaim our democracy by having the courage to take
on the powerful corporate interests whose greed
is destroying the social and economic fabric of our
country.
At the end of the day, the one percent may have enormous wealth and power, but they are just the one
percent. When the 99 percent stand together, we can
transform society.
These are my values, and that is why I call myself a
democratic socialist.
At its core is a deep and abiding faith in the American
people to peacefully and democratically enact the
transformative change that will create shared prosperity, social equality and true freedom for all.

I share People’s Action’s vision of deep grassroots
movements and their fundamental importance to
bring transformative change. As such, we imagine
working closely to engage and motivate voters to
fight for economic, social and racial justice - not just
to win the presidency, but to help movements for
justice all across the country, as I have done with
this campaign. We would collaborate closely to bring
volunteers and activists together and provide the
tools they need. People’s Action believes in a deeply
transformative agenda, and we would look forward
to working together on advancing our shared ideals
and the ways to communicate them. Finally, we are
committed to building a long-term movement - not
just to win the presidency, but to make systemic,
transformative change for generations to come - and
so we would look for ways to help People’s Action
accomplish our shared goals in the 2020 campaign
and beyond.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

The role that grassroot movements organizations play
an instrumental role in governance. Our leaders are
not listening to the people who voted them in office.
Just days ago, millions of people worldwide marched
in demand that our elected officials do something

now about the climate crisis. But yet, our leadership
has failed to listen to demands of their people. This
must stop now, grassroot movement organizations
should be heard and listened to.

CO-GOVERNING

This is why with all my proposed policy, we include
people first. I believe that people should have a say
in how policy is shaped. My advisors include workers, community members, labor unions, social justice
advocates, and many more who are working toward
a common goal. Every policy proposed addresses
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an issue not only from a broad lens, but also one of
intersections, with an emphasis on disadvantaged
communities. But it does not stop at policy, when I become President, I will continue to include grassroots
organizations to the table.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

I have been on the road meeting and talking with so
many people who are energized about my vision to
build an economy that works for everyone and tackle
the tangible issues that keep Americans up at night.
I am running a campaign that is of the people, by
the people, and for the people, and that is the White
House that I will build as well.
Listening to people’s concerns and their personal
experiences has informed how I craft my policy

proposals from the stories of teachers who have
to work two jobs to make ends meet to the union
members who are worried about what will happen
to the health care they have bargained for. I want
to work with organizations that are fighting to make
sure that working people have a voice as we create
programs to lift everyone up. I believe that together
we can fight for our shared values.

Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

I built my campaign on a model of organizing that
recognizes the power of grassroots engagement
and empowerment. It is a value that I will carry with
me into how I will achieve a progressive agenda
as president. That begins with reaching out to and
engaging organizations that have deep relationships
with communities at a grassroots level. I will work
together with these organizations on the crises
facing our nation, from lack of affordable health care
to climate change to an economy that’s clearly not

Vice President Joe Biden
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working for everyone. My Administration will identify
opportunities for grassroots movement organizations
not only to participate, but also to take the lead on
ensuring that diverse voices in communities across
America are heard and can help shape our policy
agenda. By partnering with these organizers and
bringing a variety of perspectives to the table, we
can ensure that large-scale policy changes have real,
positive impacts in local communities.
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At People's Action, we
believe in the power of
extraordinary everyday
people.

Will you create a process to consult with grassroots movement organizations, labor, and public
interest groups regarding hiring staff and making
appointments to governmental commissions and

other bodies that your office has authority over so
that they can provide input and recommend candidates, and then inform them of whom you have
hired and why?
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Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Massachusetts

A central goal of my campaign is rooting out corruption in our government so that it can serve the
interests of everyone, not just the interests of billionaires, lobbyists, and big corporations. From creating
a federal workforce that reflects the diversity of
America all the way up through senior leadership, to
increasing the racial, gender, and professional diver-

sity of the federal judiciary and Federal Reserve, to
appointing members to the NLRB who have a history
of fighting for workers’ rights and making sure workers, consumers, environmentalists, small farmers, and
rural areas have a voice in trade negotiations, I’ll work
to make sure our government works for everybody.

Sen. Bernie Sanders
Vermont

Yes. Not me. Us. That is how my administration
will govern. We will rely on grassroots movement
organizations, labor, and public interest groups every
step of the way. Every single political appointment I
make will be deeply committed to our shared vision
of a better future. We need political appointments
who have a profound respect for the movements we
are all building. They must also recognize that in the
21st century, in the wealthiest country in the history

of the world, economic rights are human rights.
And I look forward to working with People’s Action,
grassroots movement organizations, labor, and public
interest groups to make those appoints and build a
better future for us all.
Together, we will create an economy and a
government that works for all of us, not just the one
percent.

Secretary Julián Castro

Former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

I am committed to ensuring that all of my policies
and positions support working people and families,
protect and strengthen the right to organize, and
advance the cause of economic justice for all people.
In order to do this, I am proud to seek the advice and
guidance of a diverse and talented group of external
advisors who help me to ensure that my policies are
designed to improve the lives of working people, ensure that all workplaces are fair and equal, and make
the U.S. a leader in the global economy.

My advisors include workers, community members,
labor leaders, social justice advocates, and many
more who are working for these common goals.
We also consult with leading labor organizations at
the national, state, and local level on not just labor
and economic issues but also issues that broadly
affect their membership, including immigration,
education, housing, and climate change.

Sen. Kamala Harris
California

It will be my priority to make sure that everyone,
particularly underrepresented communities and
working class families, have a seat at the table as we
make decisions in my administration.
Furthermore, diversity is one of the core strengths
of our country and as president I will elevate leaders
who represent that diversity. Better decisions are
made when people with a wide range of experiences
are at the table and as president I would ensure that

everyone’s voice is heard. I will also rely on experts
with deep knowledge in their fields to inform my
decisions as president understanding deeply the
weight of the decisions made from that office. And
perhaps most importantly, I believe that we need a
president who listens to the voices of the American
people. As president I will prioritize hearing directly
from the people I represent about the issues that are
keeping them up at night.
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Mayor Pete Buttigieg
South Bend, Indiana

Yes. I want my hiring process to be fair and
transparent in order to select leaders who can
bring a diversity of experiences and insights to my
administration. The diversity of America must be
reflected in our government leaders. My campaign
has focused on promoting diversity in hiring. We
are now at 53% women with 1:1 pay parity. In my

Vice President Joe Biden

Former Vice President of the United States
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Administration, we will ensure that grassroots
movement organizations, labor groups, and other
groups have a voice in the hiring process, since
the communities they represent will be heavily
affected by these decisions. It’s only right that
they are empowered to provide input and make
recommendations.
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